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Austrqlio, ICSH ond FTASH
John McKinloy

The paper dzscribes theJirst edition of the List of Australian Subject Head-
ings, and sets it in the context oJ the history of subject canloguing in Australia and
oJ the origins of LCSH. The reasons LCSH needs to be modifiedfor Australian
use are dcscribed, and somefuture possibilitiesfor subject cataloguing inArctralia,
andJor LCSH, are suggested.

One last complaint. I have a rooted objection to consulting foreign language
catalogues; my language is Australian English, I consider myself insulted by
any cataloguer who expects me to look under corporations for companies. I got
mixed up in one library with an irate professor over this. There wasn't even a
cross reference from companies to corporations, and I realised that the cata-
loguer who had probably wasted half an hour hnding the LC heading didn't
have the education or the general knowledge to know what Americans call a
corporation is what we call a company, and what they call longshoremen we call
wharf-laborers, and so on. (John MetcalJe)l

The first edition of A List of Australian Subjrct Headings was published by
the Library Association of Australia at the end of 1981 . 2 It bears the ac-
ronym FLASH, which has a peculiarly Australian connotation. As de-
scribed by Robert Langker:

During the convict period in New South Wales flash as a noun denotes the more
or less secret English thieves' cant which was a linguafranca of a large proportion
of the English convicts and which was utilized to prevent the police, overseers
and reputable members of society from understanding what convicts said. Flash
was a special vocabulary rather than a language since it employed standard En-
glish grammar and syntax and substituted flash terms, usually one for one, in
place of standard English terms. For convicts flash constituted a common proP-
erty which all could share and which let them believe that in using it they be-
longed to a cohesive group.3

FLASH is designed to supplement, and to be used in conjunction
with, the ninth edition of Libraryt of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH). It
had its origins in 1973 when the committee of the newly formed Library
Association of Australia Cataloguers'Section identified a number of pos-
sible projects as appropriate for its attention. One of these was the com-
pilation of an Australian list of subject headings.

As president of the section I prepared a report entitled "An Outline of

John McKinlay, editor of FLASH, is associate librarian, Readers Services Division, La
Trobe IJniversity Library, Bundoora, Victoria, Australia. Invitational paper received
and accepted November 1981.
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result of these discussions, the proposal was rewritten as "project for a
List of Australian subjectHeadjngi" and was christened projeci LASH.
It received the blessin_g- of the General council of the Libriry Associa-
tion of Australia, and I became the editor.

quarie Dictionaryt-that users feel cheated if there is not an Australian fla-
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which continued long after LCSH was established as the standard au-
thority.. Anderson's list was completed in 1895, with Anderson being un-
aware that cutter and others weie also p.eparing a similar work for"pub-
lication, the first edition of the ALA lisi. Anders"on differed from cutter

the..[i.e- Anderson's] Guifu" and that it also drew upon the ALA rist as
well as sears and otlier sources. t2 It was intended fbr smaller libraries,
both s.chool and public, has a useful introduction, and an unusual but in-

- Australians, as is their way, have been a little more individualistic
than their North American coileagues. The Library of congress classifi-
cation was not used in Australia before the mid-1960s, and ihe extensive
use of Library of congress copy cataloguing is not ali that much earlier
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Perhaps the idea of a separate list should not have beenrejected, bu!

as the National Library pro,red to be unable to consider making the kind

of modifications to LCSiI which the seminar recommended, it was most

unlikely that it would have considered creating a totally, new system'

FLA'SH, then, was conceived as and developed as a dependent list' Its
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LCSH. LCSH includ-es-, for example, the ubiquitous Kangaroo
but not the equally well known Koilas. There aie, however,"vari-
ous other terms for which there is no simple and direct LCSH
equivalent, such as Pastoralists, colleges ofadvanced education,

s, Swagmen, Long service leave,
nd Brick veneer houses.

Hir','i;i.,lli"*t#'.TifJ,::T:"ilff
led, corrected in a few.ur.r, and the

scope has been greatly extended. Such a list can never be compre-
hensive, but the expansion should be useful to libraries. one of the
major problems is the variations in the literature and in the refer-
ence sources on the preferred forms of names, and FLASH has at-
tempted to provide some consistency.

o variant and additio_nal period subdivisions for headings. At the
time at which FLASH wis being prepared, the NationalLibrary of
Australia was revising. its practiiel in the Australian National Bibiiog-
raphL.in.respect to period-iubdivisions. The opportunity was taken
to jointly develop a set of period subdivisions fbr history and other
h.qdingg for Australia, iti states and territories, and for its major
cities. The revised headings are now appearing inthe Austratian iIa-
tional Bibliography.

o Additional subject subdivisions for headings. There are relatively
I'ew of these, and the majority occur under the headings for Austra-
lia, Australian Aborieines,-and the Australian parllament.

o Additional and varian{ see and see also references relating to the cate-
gories above. This group is fairly straightforward, a"nd includes
cases like a see referertce from Australiari rules fooiball (the com_
mon but offrcially nonpreferred form) to Australian fooiball and
an rx reference from the Burke and wills Expedition, 1960-1g61
to Australia - Exploring ex_peditions, which FLASH prefers (for
Australia only) to the LCSH form of Australia-Discbverv ind
exploration

As FLASH is a dependent list, the reference structure is necessarily in-
complete. when a heading has no simple LCSH equivalent, the fuli ref-
erence structure has been.included, to the extent oTlinking the heading
with existing^_L_csq headings. However, when a headingLas been var-
ied.from L^csH, only the direct reference from the LCSFiform, and ad-
ditional references, are included.

The exclusions from FLASH are based, more or less, on LCSH con-
rs and families, except as examples;
fvernment organizations, societies,
aples; names of places, physical fea-
es, but there is a good set of exam-
s, solutions, references and, as an
and most Australian variant or

'eferences for one-word, two-word,
pt where the heading has been in-
r this last point, Tires and Dikes
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have been left unchanged, but Folk-lore has been changed to Folklore

because references were being added.
At the heart of FLASH iJ a dilemma. Should one make references

from Australian variants to the LCSH heading, or vice versa? Should
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RrrunnNcrs

1' John Metcalfe, "Notes of a contribution by Mr. I. Metcalfe on LC Subiect cata-
loguing as central catalog'ing Used in AustralLn Libraries," in Semiriar on the
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Use of Library of Congress Cataloguing in Australian Libraries, Adelaide, 1969,

Angus and Robertson, 1950).
13. 

'$rii;;;C.,tt.ut 
C.,.f.g"i"g, Canberra, 23-24Mav 1966' Report (Canberra:

Australian Advisory Council on Eibliographical Services, 1966)' p' 7 '
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A Guide to Reference Tools
for Cotqfoging Africono

@GailJ.Junion 1982
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This guide has been compiled for the practicing.cataloger,.both gener-

d* ;;itp.cialist. It is a seiect list' arranged firsiby catalogrng problem

and further subdivided into general and-specific sections. General sec-

iions include tools coverins al"l of Sub-Sahaian Africa. The majority.will

be found in any research oil..g. public library. Specific sections include

tools covering individual countries, people-s' et:' J'hS maJonty ?r-e
elur.a for thJAfricanist scholar and may be found only in libraries with

Jizable Africana collections.
rhi, g.ria. does not purporr to be a comprehensive bibliography of
c^-^-^^ ^x^,, i  ar l :- .  oi-.o , ,o-fr, l  aatzloolns tools for manv,.f...r"". sources aborri Afiica, since useful cataloging togll for Tu."y

African countries are at best few and at worst nonexistent. The tools in-

Congress.

Grnnner,Woms

*Africasouthof thesahara. London: Europa, 1971- . IDD61]
bontains information on general history, political parties, and economtc

conditions.
African Books in Print. London: Mansell, 1975-
;Atrito, Historical Dictionary Seriu. Ed. Jon Woronoff. Metuchen, NJ'' Scare-

crow,1974- . [DD 20]
Exceilent source ior biographies, names of political parties, and ethnic

sroups. Each title begins, Historical Dictionar2 of . . .- 
,r. t. LeVine, Victor T. Cameroon. (1974)
v.2. Thompson, Virginia M., and Adfoff, Richard. Peoplel Republic oJthe

Congo (Congo- Brazzattille). (197 +)
v.3. Grotpeter, JohnJ. Swaziland' (1975)
v.4. Gailey, HarryA. TheGambia. (1975)
v.5. Stevens, Richard P. The Republic of Botswana. (1975)
v.6. Castagno, Margaret. Somalia. (1975)
v.7. Decal6, Samuel. Dahomey (People's Republic oJ Benin)' (197 6)
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v.8. Weinstein, Warren. Burundi. (19i6)
v.9. Decalo, Samuel. Togo. (1976)

v.10. Haliburton, Gordon M. Lesotho. (1977)
v.11. Imperato, PascalJ. Mali. (1977)
v. 1 2. Foray, Cyril P . Sizna Leone. (1977)
v.13. Decalo, Samuel. Chad. (1977)
v.14. McFarland, DanielM. Upper Volta(Haute VoltQ. Q978)
v. 15. Kurtz, LauraS. Tarvania. (1978)
v.16. O'Toole, Thomas. Guinza(Republic of Guinea"/Conakry). (1978)
v. 17. Voll, John O. The Sudan. (1978)
v.18. Rasmussen, R. Kent. Rhodcsia/Zimbabwe. (19i9)
v. 19. Grotpeter, JohnJ. Zambia. (1979)
v.20. Decalo, Samuel. Nigu. (1979)
v.21. Liniger-Goumaz, Max. Equatorial Guinea. (1979)
v. 22. Lobban, Richard. The Republics of Guinea- Bis sau I Cape Vndz. (197 9)
v.23. Colvin, Lucie G. Senegal. (1981)
v.24. Spencer, William. Morocco. (1980
v.25. Crosby, Cynthia A . MalawL (1980)
v.26. Martin, Phyll is, Angola. (1980)
v.27. Kalck, Pierre. CentralAJrican Republic. (1980)
v.28. Heggoy, Alf A., and Crout, Robert A. Algeria. (1981)
v.29. Ogot, Bethwell A. Kryta (l99l)
v.30. Gardinier, David E. Gabon. (1981)
v.31. Gerteiny, Alfred G. Mauritania. (1981)
v.32. Rosenfeld, Chris P. Ethiopia. (1981)
v.33. Hahn, Lorna. Lifua. (l99l)
v.34. Rividre, Lindsay. Maurit ius. (1981)
v.35. Hodges, Tony. The Western Sahara. (l99l)

*Fage, 
John D. An Atlas of African History. 2d ed. New York: Africana, 1978;

London: E. Arnold, 1978. [DD 11]
Excellent source for historical geographic information. Has appendix of post-

colonial geographic name changes.
Freeman-Grenville, Greville S.P. Chronolog of African History. London: Oxford

Univ.  Pr . ,  1973.
A Modern Atlas oJ African His tory. London: R. Collings, 197 6. [DD I 2 ]

Worldmark Encyclopedia oJ the Natioru. V.2: AJrica. 5th ed. New York: Worldmark
Pr., distributed in the U.S. and Canadaby Wiley, 1976. [CJ 33]
Good source, giving much the same kind of information as Africa South of the

Sahara.

GNNE,RAL 
GNOCNAPHTC NAMES

Most general reference collections contain atlases and gazetteers that list Af-
rican geographic features and/or place-names. The most useful are listed be-
Iow. Since African country, province, city, and town names remain in flux, cat-
alogers should also search the New York Timcs Index or Farts On File for the latest
form of name.

Center for Geopolitical Research. Index to U.S. Board on Geographic Names Gazet-
teers: A Listing of Countries and Dependznt Areas in Gazettens with a Differmt Title.
Washington, D.C. :  The Center, 1979.

France. Institut giographique national. The Atlas oJAJrica. Comp. Regine Van
Chi-Bonnardel. Paris: Edit ionsJeune Afr ique, 1973.
Good general atlas, available in most libraries.
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Paxton, John. The Statesman's Year-book World Gazetteer. 2d ed. New York: St.
Martin's; London: Macmillan, 1979. [CL 29]

Room, Adrian. Place-Name Changes since 1900: A World Gazetteer. Metuchen,
N.T.: Scarecrow, 1979; London: Routledge & Paul, 1980'
GJod source for major place-name changes only.

*The Times, London. Index Gazetteer of the World. London: Times Pub' Co',
1965; Boston: Houghton Miffl in, 1966' [CL 57]
Exceilent source for"all but extremely obicure villages. Generally available.

*United States. Board on Geographic Names. Official Standard Name_s Appoued
by the (Inited States Board on Giogripnic Names. Washin5on, D.C.: U.S' Dept'
of Defe.tse, Defense Mapping Agency, 1955-
Large multivolume set, hardto iead, but the best source for all place-names

and geographic features.
United states. central Intelligence Agency. Maps of the world\ Nations: AJrica.

Washington, D.C. : The Agency, 1976-
Inexpensive and up-to-date map source.

United States. Dept. of State. Office of the Geographer. AJrica, Ciuil Diaisions.
Washington, D.C.: The Office, 1969.

Geographic Nole. Washington, D'C.: The Office, 1964-
Indispens-able, issued whenever there is a major name change.

SpEcrnrc

There are a large number of in-depth geographic tools available. Those listed
below are the ones Africana catalogers find most useful.

Kakd, Ibrahi .orraB. Glossaire critiquz des expressions g1ographiques concernant le pay des
noirs. . . . Paris: Presence africaine, 1965.
Covers Central Africa.

Nigeria. Survey Division. Gazetteer of the Fedzral Republic oJ Nignia. Lagos: Direc-
tor ofFederal Surveys, 1965.

Pettman, Charles. SouthAJrican Place Namzs, Past and Presenl. Queenstown: Daily
Representative, 1931. [CL 159]
Exiellent source for historical pluc"-nu-e. of Portuguese, French, Dutch,

English, German, and African origin'
Rajemisa-Raolison, R€gis. Dictionnaire historique et g^ographique dz Madagascar.

Fianarantsoa: Librarie Ambozontany, 1966.
*Shoyinka, Patricia. "State-Level Governments of Nigeria as Author Entries

utri S.tb;".t Headings." Librarlt Resources I Technical Seroices 20:157-66
(Spring 1976).
Contains a useful appendix of Nigerian state-level divisions.

Spain. Direcci<jn General de Plazas y Provincias Africanas. Atlas hist6rico 7 geo'
grdfico de Africa Espanola. Madrid: n.p., 1955.
Alihough somewhat out-of-date, the best source in a neglected area. Con-

tains a comprehensive index of place-names.
Survey of Kenya. National Atlas oJ Kenya. 3d ed. Nairobi:-n'p.-, 1970. .

The gazetteer section contains more than twenty-two hundred entries.

Zarnbia. Ministry of Lands and Mines. Gazetteer of Geographical Namzs in the Re-
public of Zambea. Lusaka: Printed by the Govt. Printer, 1967 '

ErnxrcGnoups
GnNnReI-

Tools that can aid the cataloger in establishing the correct form for ethnic
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group names can be found in most library collections. The most useful and
widely used is Murdock, still trlework, even though published in 1959.
*Africa Bibliogmp@ series, Ethnologt, sociologlt, Linguistics and Related, subjects.

9o-p. RuthJones. London: Internationa] Africin Institute, 195g-
^ covers four geographic areas-west, North-East, East, and South-East-
Central Africa. Includes indexes of ethnic groups and language names.
Brierley, Leslie. "The Indexing and classification of African Tribal Names."

Li brary M ater ial s o n Afric a 5 : 7 6 -7 B ( March 1 968).
Ethnographic SureL of AJica series. Ed. Daryll Forde. London: International Afri-

can Institute, 1950-
Good in-depth studies that include summaries of peoples.

Hunter, c. Bruce. Tribal Map of Negro Africa; Map N and rribar Kelt New york:
American Museum of Naturil Hisrorv. 1956.'
Lists 1,016 ethnic groups.

Leyburn, James G. Handbook oJ Ethnographlt New Haven, Conn.: yale Univ.
lL,. t99t^;,I.printed by University Microfrlms International, Ann Arbor,
M ich . ,197B .
Mostly out of date, but still useful on occasion.

*Murdock, 
9:,g.S.g_! Africa, Its People and Their Culture Historl. New york:

McGraw-Hill, 1959.
Arranged by ethnic classification. The index is indispensable.

Outline oJWorld Cultures.5th ed. New Haven, Conn.: Human Relations
Area Files, 1975.

Spe.nge_r, Robert F. An Ethno-Atlas; A student's Manual of rribar, Linguistic and Ra-
cial Groupings. Dubuque, Iowa: W. C. Brown, 1956".

wieschoff, Heinrich A. Anthropologicat BibliographL of Negro Africa. New Haven,
Conn.: American Oriental-Society, 1948] ..pri"t.a"Uy k.u,rr, New york,
1e70. [cD 3e]

Sprcrnrc

Although there are hundreds of books on specific peoples, most are arranged
so that one must scan or read the entire work to locite i aesirea piece of infir-
mation. The tools listed below contain information formatted for iasy consulta-
t ion.

Brelsford, william Y. The Tribes oJ Zambia. 2d ed. Lusaka: Govt. printer,
1965(?)

Ceccaldi, Pierrette. Esmi de nomenclature des populations, langues et d.ialectes dz Cbte-
d'Ia oire. Paris : Centre d'dtudes africaines,' 1 07 4.

Essai dz nomenclature des populations, langues et dialectes de ta Ripubtique pop-
ulaire du Btnin Paris: Centre d'diudes africaines, 1979.

*Historical Association of Ken-ya. Terminology committee. Reportfor the year
1976-1977. Nairobi: n.p., 1977 .

Nitecki, Andr6..^Nigerian Tribes: Preliminar2 List of Headingsfor (Jse in Libraries. Le-
gon: Dept. of Library Studies, Univeriity ofbhana,i|T2.

GENERAL 
LENCUACNS

Two categories of Africana often necessitate cataloger research: linguistic
studies, and texts in African-languag_es. catalogers will often find conflicting in-
formation in linguistic works, is sdhohrs caniot agree on the proper forir of
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name. African lanname. AliiCan langUage texts Can Create InSUrmOUntaOI€ prol,rcllls lul trlt L4r4-

iog"t, ut they are i."o"tt always unreadable and only rarely contaiq 
T"ql-t.h^:'

E,iropean la.rguage .,r--uril.. Catalogers handling theie materials are ad-

visedto ask local linguistic faculty for assistance.
*Dalby, David. Langtnge Map oJ AJrica and the-Adjannt Islands' Provisional ed'

London: Internati,onal African Institute, 1977'
Very detailed maP, very large format somewhat unwieldy'

Fivaz, Derek, and Scott, Patricia E. African Languages: A Geylc-and Dnimalised
Classificatio'nfor Bibliographic and Genial ReJerenie. Boston: G. K. Hall' 1977.

*Greenburg,Joseph H. The Langunges of AJrica.3d ed. Bloomington, Ind': Indi-
analJniv .  Pr . ,1970.
The standard work.

Grimes, Barbara F. Ethnologue. 9th ed. Huntington Beach, Calif.: Wycliffe Bi-

ble Translators, 1978.
Contains many cross-references to variant name forms.

*Katzner, Kenneth. The Langtnges of the World. New York: Funk & Wagnalls,
1975; London: Routledge & Paul, 1977.
Excellent general source.

Klfma, vladimir. Black AJica: Literature and Language. _Prague: Academia Pub-

lishing House of the bzechoslovak Academy of Sciences; Dordrecht: D.

Reidel, 1976.
Meillet, Antoine, and Cohen, Marcel. Les langu'ages du,y-on!1'^' '-' Nouv' dd'

Paris: Centre national de la recherche scientifique,1952. [BC 35]

Nienaber, PetrusJ. BibliograJie aan AJrikaanse Boelce. 2d ed. Johannesburg: n.p.,
1954-

*Voeglin, Charles F., and Voeglin, Florence Y. \. Classification and Indzx oJ the

World! Langu.ages. New York: Elsevier, 1977 . IBC 131 -. -
Excellent r5.rri. for even the most obscure languageJ. Well cross-referenced.

Index of the World! Langwges. Washington, D. C. : Dept' of H-e^alth, Edu-
cation and Welfare, Office of Education, Bureau of Research, 1973'
Not as complete as the 1977 edition.

,,Index to the Languages of the world." Anthropological Linguistics
8: l -226(June 1966) andS:1-202 (Oct .  1966).
The leasicomplete, but still valuable if the two later editions are unavailable.

*Welmers, William E. "Checklist of African Language and Dialect Names," in
T. A. Sebeok, ed., Cunent Trends in Linguistics. V.7. The Hague: Mouton,
l97l -  ,  p .759-900.
Good quick-check reference list.

Spncrntc

Listed below are the most useful studies selected from the hundreds available.
Of value primarily to the specialist, they provide valuable information on mi-
nor languages and most dialects.

Barth, Heinrich. Collection oJ Vocabularies oJ Central AJrican Langunges. 2d ed. Lon-
don:  Cass,  1971.

Bryan, Margaret A. The Bantu Langnges oJ Afrim. Handbook of African Lan-
grrug.. Seiies. London: Publishe-d f6r t[e International African Institute by
Oxford Univ. Pr., 1959.

Ceccaldi, Pierrette. Essai de nomznclature d.es populations, langues et dialectes de Cbte-
d'Iaoire. Paris: Centre d'6tudes africaines, 1974.

ntable problems for the.cata-
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Essai fu nommclature des populations, languzs et dialectes de ra R1pubrique pop-
ulaire du B6nin Paris: Centre d'dludes africai-nes. 1979.

Doke, clement M. The southern Bantu Langu.ages. Handbook of African Lan-
gua^ges Series. London: Published for the Inlernational African Institute by
Oxford lJniv. Pr., 1954; reprinted by Dawsons, London, 1967.

------r-.-Clasytfimtyn of tle Byntu Languages. Handbook of African Languages Se-
ries. London: Published for thelnGrnational African Institute 5y dxford
,Univ_. -!rr, I 948 ; reprinted by University Microfilms International, Ann Ar-
bor .  Mich. .  1979.

Hansford, Keir, and others. z4z Indtx of Nigerian Langunges. studies in Nigerian
Languages, no.5. Accra: Summer Institirte of Liriguistics, 1976.

Ffoffman, Carl. The Langtnges of Nigeria b2 Langunge Families. n.p., 1976.
Excellent quick-reference tool. 

-

"Provisional checklist of chadic Languages." cha.dic Newsletter, special
i ssue :  1 -10  ( f an .  1971 ) .
Hard-to-fi nH publication, but harder-to-fi nd information.

Tucker, Archibald N., and Bryan, M. A. Non-Bantu Languages of North-Easrern
Africa. Hanrlbook of African Languages Series. Londdn:"pu6lished for the
International African Institute by Oxford Univ. pr., 1956.

*Westermann, Diedrich, and_Bryan, M. A. The Languages oJ WesrAfrica. New
ed. Handbook of African Languages Series. Forfes6ne-, E.rg.;"Dawsons,
1970.

Pnnsorqer,Neuns
GnNnRer.

Both the third edition of IFLA's Namzs of persons and AACR2 contain more
information on choice of entry element utid fo.- r.r nrri.." p1..orrut ,ru-..
than did. previous editions. These two sources cover only u f.i Ai.il.r, .orrrr-
tries and ethnic groups. Extensive research and publicati"".iill." 

"eeded 
in

:T Ti.:"talogers should also be aware that toois which, by their title, appear
relevant to choice and form of personal entry, may in actuality be ,,taby-
naming books."

BYr, H' Dwig!. "African names and Naming practices: A Selected List of
References in English." ZC Information Bulletin"36:206-7 (M..;h t5 ,- tsl11.
Many sources are lists of forenames.

*Beeston, Alfred F. L. Arabic Nomencrature: A summary GuideJor Beginners. ox-
ford: Oriental Institute, 1971.

Fontvieille, Jean R. "Catalogi-ng of African Authors," in The Bibliograph2 of Af_
,!9ti P::tt:!:ryst and Pape-rsil the Internationat ConJuin , o" ,lV;*, Eirt;igipi2,
Nairobi, 1967. New York: Africana, 1970,p.155-92.

Le nom dzs hriuains dAJrique noire; Essai de catarographie. Dakar: Universit6
deDakar,1967.

'International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. Interna-
tional offrce for uBC. Nam"es of pisons: Nationar ut"gtt j; Eirf ;o cotaogu^
3ded. London: IFLA. 1977. 

-
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Madubuike, Ihechukwu. A Handbook of African Namzs' lst ed' Washington'

D.C.: Ttrree Continents Press, 1976. [AK 26]

SPECIFIC

The following tools are those catalogers find most useful when searching for

the proper enti element and form for*personal names of specific African peo-

ples or p.ttott.it u-es from specific countries'

Dieneman, w. w. ,,The cataloging of Hausa Names." Northern Nigerian Library

Notes l :51-61 (MaY 1964)'

Fontvieille, Jean R. ;L. put.o.tyrn. des aute-urs l,tgt,"f4:31"3,9t lalgache.s- -d';;;i;r, 
fru'quir. it la.ltalographie." Bulletin da bibliothicaires JranEais

13:489-507 (Nov. 1968)'

Greaves, Monica A. "N'igerian Personal Authors." International Cataloguing

2 : I -3 (July/Sept. 1973).
*Kebreaf, W. Giorgis. "Entry Word in Ethiopian Names." lzlernational Catalogu'

ing3:2-3 Qan.lMar. 197 4).

MaJubuike, Ihechukwu. Structure and Meaning oJ lgbo Names' Buffalo' N'Y':

Council on Internationui St.rdi.r, State UnivJrsi-ty of New York at Buffalo,

1974.
Mahmud, K. "Arabic Names and Title," in stminar on the cataloguing and ckssiJi-
"-r"i"iiiitirini, 

tboion, Nigeria, 1966. lbadan: Institute of Librarianship,

1966.
Nitecki, Andr6. "selected Titles in Nigeria," in Seminar on the Catalog-uing.and- 

Cl,urrJr*tion of AJricana, Ibadan, Nigeria, 1966. Ibadan: Institue of Librarian-

ship, 1966.
Njoku, John E. A Dictionarlt oJ lglo Ng!y1, Culture and Prouerbs' Washington'

"D.C.IUniversity Press of America, 1978.

oduyoye, Modupe. Yoruba Names: Their structure and Their Meanings. Ibadan:

Daystar, 1973.
omokolo, Hilaire. Essai de catalogage de1 no,ms camerounais. Yaound6: universit6

de Yaoundi, Service central d;s bibliotheques, 1976'
*Rosenburg, Diana B. ,,shabaan Robert or Robert, Shab_aan?.some Thoughts-;;;[; 

E;i.y Wo.a in 1.u"zanian Personal Names." Someni 4:20-31a (Feb.

1976).
*Rosenthal, Eric. south African surnamzs. cape Town: Timmins, 1965. [AK

r37 l
working Party on a National Union catalogue. "Headings.for Zambian Au-

thorsV Zam iia Li brary A s sociation J ournal 5 : 1 -4 (March 1 97 3)'

Good source for hard-to-find information' worth a search'

Madubuike, Ihechukwu. A Handbook of African
D.C.: Ttrree Continents Press, 1976. [AK 26]

BTocRAPHIcAL Tools
GaNnr.el
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Iished) or Lipschutz provide the best comprehensive coverage to date. Other
collected historical biographies vary greatly in quality and scope. Tools such as
Webster's contain little information except for biographies of African heads of
state.

African Yearbook and Who's Who. London: AfricaJourn al, 1977 -
Dickie, John, and Rake, Alan. Who's Who in Africa: The Political, Militar2 and

Business Leaders oJAfrica. London: African Development, 1973.
Arranged alphabetically by country. Overlaps with AJrican Biographies b:ut

also contains some older biographies.
* Dictionar2 of African Biograpfui New York: Reference Publications, 1977-

IAJ 29] V . 1 , Ethiopia and Ghana; V .2 , Sierra Leone and Zaire.
Contains indexes to geographic and ethnic group names.

*Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, Forschungs Institut. African Biogaphies.
Verlag Neue Gesellschaft, I 967-81.
Very complete biographies that include photographs. Has a name

(Jnfortunately this reference work recently ceased publication.

Bonn:

index.

* Les 4lites africaines. 5th ed. Paris: Ediafric, 1979.
Best source for French-speakingAfrica. Previously published as separate vol-

umes for individual countries.
*Lipschut", Mark R., and Rasmussen, R. Kent. Dictionary oJ AJrican Historical

Biographlt. London: Heinemann Educational; Chicago: Aldine, 1978.
An alphabetical listing of major historical figures.

Taylor, Sidney, ed. The New Africans: A Guide to the Contemporaryt History of Emer-
gentAlricaandltsLeafurs. London: P. Hamlyn, 1967. IDD37]

, Relatively current coverage, it includes information iimilar io that in African
Biographus, but it is not regularly updated.

FonWnsrAnRrce

Only some West African countries publish current biographical tools. Col-
Iected historical biographies are common, especially for Ghana and Nigeria,
but these vary greatly in quality and scope.

D'irector2 with Who's Who in Liberia. Monrovia: A&A Enterprises, 1970-
*Fung, Karen. "Index to'Portraits'in West Africa, 1948-1966." African Studies

Bulletin 9:103-20 (Dec. 1966).
Ghana Who's Who. Accra: Bartels, 1972- . [AJ 164]
Gwam, L. C. Great Nigerians: First Seriel Lagos: Times Press, 1967-
Orimbloye, Stephen A. Biographia Nigniana: A Biographical Dictionar2 of Eminent

Nigerians. Boston: G. K. Hall, 1977. IAJ 55]
Mostly current biographies. Also includes academic and business leaders.

* Personnalitis publiques de lAfrique dt I'Ouest. Paris; Ediafric, 1968-
Arranged alphabetically by country. Mostly current biographies of govern-

ment and business leaders.
Richardson, Nathaniel R. Liberia's Past and Presenl. London: Diplomatic Press,

1959.
Mostly historical biographies, not complete but the best tool available.

Sampson, MagnusJ. Gold Coast Men of Afairs: Past and Present. lst reprint ed.
London: Dawsons, 1969.

Siena Leone Year Book. Freetown: Daily Mail, 1961- . ICJ 2l4l
Who's Who in Nigeria. A Biographical Dictionnry. 2d ed. Lagos: Times Press, 1971.

IAJ 2451
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who,s who in Nigeria 1978: Biographies oJSome Emirunt Nigerian citizens- Ed' James

O. Ojako. Ligos: Academy Press, 1978'

Fon Ensr,c,ND CENTRAL AFRIcA

Al thoughcurrentb iographical tools .ex is t . forbothregions, thereareonlya
few that cover individ";i;;;ilr. Collected historical biiographies are few and

diffi;;la to locate. The most readily available tools are listed below.

*Acaddmie royale des sciences d'outre-mer. Biographie coloniale 6alge' Brussels:

Falk, 1948-68. [AJ 90]
Good source foi nilgidn colonial officials'

Artieue, pierre. Qui sont les leaders congolais? 2d ed. Brussels: fditions Europe-

Afrique, 1961. [AJ 1281
C""i.i"t gOO bibftuphies of persons connected with the revolution'

* The Dictionary of Ethiojian Biograph\' Ed' Mic.hael Belavnesh and others' Addis

Ababa: Institute .l i i l i ; i ;;s, 'uaitt. Addis Ababa-University' 1975-

IAJ 401
Hil,"nl.ft.rd L. A Biographical Dictionar2 of the Sudan' 2d ed' London: Cass'

re67 . IAJ 2761
lliffe. Tohn. Modern 7'anzanians: A Volume oJ Biogmplils N3ilobjt Published for
"' i l ; 'H;;;. i;; i ;;;; i ; ioiTun'unia uv nait Arrican Pub' House' le73'

King, Kenne th J . Kenlta Historical.Bi.ogrgfhies, Nairobi: Published for the Dept'

oiHi.to.", U"tti.'.rrltv of Nairobi u! nast African Pub' House' 1971'

Pandit, Shanti. Asians in East and Central Afr.ira- Nairobi : Panco' 1 963'- 
e..."g"a alphabetically, only source of its kind for this area'

* Personnilitis pittiquu de lAJrique Centrale' Paris: Ediafric, 197 l--i l4ortly 
.r ' .r"ni bi&;;Pti.. arranged alphabetically by country' Covers

Cameroon,  Congo,  Gdbon,  and Chad'

Socidtd de I'histoire de l'ile Maurice. Dictionnaire de biographie Mauricienne' Port

Louis:  EsclaPon,  1941-52.

Who's V[ho in EastAfrica. Nairobi: Marco,

Who's Who in Zambia. Ed. Kelvin Mlenga'
re64- . IAJ 721
Lusaka: Roan Consolidated Mines,

1979 .
Who's Who oJ Rhodesia, Mauritius, Centrat and' F!st.A!1t1a Supplement to WhoI Who of

iortntri iVira. Johannesburg :- Combined Publishers, 1 970- . .
in .aairi6.t .o'i"., Zarnbia, il{alawi' Botswana, and Mozambique'

Fon SourHeRN AFRICA

Southern Africa is well covered by both historical and current biographical

,oj;.-i-.p.;;[-p,rUti.u,i"^ .*irrfoi some of Southern Africa's racial groups'

Some publications ,ep.eier, 
"r,ry 

.". political or racial point gf view and ex-

i"tlrir"-rl"it*rtf ri."".JirJl'"ia""r't and political parties. The annotations

i",trir t"iio" should, therefore, be carefully noted'

Cary,Robert,andMitche|l,Diana..Afri lanN.ationalistLeadersinRhodesiaWo's--i, i t i i .s"t"iayo: 
Booksof Rhodesia, 1977' ICJ 131,1 , . : r -

C " " ,u i " t . , r r r . . , t b i og raph ies 'No in fo rma t i onabou tde ta rnedPersonso r
about members of the Z"iil['"-[*.'efrican National Union or theZimbabwe Af-

rican People's (Jnion.

Deane, Dee S. BLack South AJricans:-A Wlo-\1^Who' 57 Profiles of Natall Leading

8/aeis. New York: Oxford Univ. Pr' '  1978'
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*Dictionary of South African Biographlt. Ed. W. J. de Kock. Pretoria: Nasional
B_gekhald_el Bpk. for the National Council for Social Research, Dept. of
llighelEducation, 1968- . [AJ 264]
Contains very detailed biographies of persons who died between 1959 and

1965.
Lesotho. Department of Information. Personalities in Lesotho. Maseru: The De-

partment, 1966.
Contains twenty-eight mostly political biographies.

Lloyd,Jessie M. Rhodesia\ Pionzer Womzn, 1859-1896. Bulawayo: Rhodesia Pi-
oneers' and Early Settlers' Society, 1 974.

Prominent AJrican Personalities of Rhodesia. salisbury: cover Publicitv Services.
1s7i .  [AJ 58]

*Rosenthal, Eric, comp. Southern African Dictionary of National Biographlt. Lon-
don: F. Warne, 1966. [AJ 265]
Contains more than two thousand mostly historical biographies of whites

only. Includes index by profession
Skota, Mweli r. D. The AJrican who's who; An lllustrated classiJied Register and

Natiorwl B_iographical Dictionar2 of the Africans in the Transuaal. johannesburg:
Central News Agency, 1968-

South AJrican Indian Who\ Who. Ed. Saraswati Bramdaw. Pietermaritzburg:
Bramdaw, 1960.

Tabler, Edward C. Pioneers of Natal and Southeastern AJrica, 1552-1878. Cape
Town: Balkema. 1977.

Pioneers of Rhodesia. Cape Town: Struik, 1966.
Pionee-r1 oJ South West Africa and Ngamiland, 1738-1880. Cape Town:

Balkema, 1973.
Wos Who oJ Southern Africa. .. Johannesburg: Combined Publishers,

re07- . [AJ 266]
Current biographies of whites only.

FonAurnons

. Most biographical information on African literary figures was published in
the early to mid 1970s. current biographical information is difficult to locate.
AJrican Books in Print is the best current sou.ce.
*Baratte-Eno Belinga, Thdrtsse. Bibliographie auteurs africains de langueJranqaise.

4th ed. Paris: F. Nathan, 1979.
Bonneau, Richard. Ecriaains, ciniastes et artistes iuoiriens

ddit ions afr icaines, 1973.
Abidjan: Nouvelles

*Flerdeck, Donald E. African Authors: A companion to BlackAJrican writing. 2ded.
Washington,  D.C. :  INSCAPE Corp.  , lg74-
Contains 238 biographies of authorJ writ ing in English.

Jahrr,Janheinz. A Bibliography oJ Nm-Afrtcan Literaturefrom Africa, America, and the
Caribbean. New York: Grove, 1968.
Good older source, divided geographically; excellent author index.

--:=-_-, and Dre ssler, Claus P . Bibliography of Creatiae African Writing. Millwood,
N. Y.: Kraus-Thompson, 1975.
Very useful index.

-; Schild, Ulla; and Nordmann, Almut. Who's Who in African Literature;
B_t3Smph41, W9rk1, Commentaries. Ttibingen: H. Erdmann ,lgiz. IBD 1073J
Biographies of I85 authors writing in English.
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Klfma, Vladimfr, and others. Black AJrica:
demia Pub. House of the Czechoslovak
Reidel, 1976.

Lindfors, Bernth. Black AJrican Literature in
Detroit: Gale,1979.

Literature and Language. Prague: Aca-
Academy of Sciences; Dordrecht: D.

English: A Guide to InJormation Sources.

The long author index is especially useful'

Solomon Gebre Christ os. List oJ Ethiopian Authors. Addis Ababa: Haile Sellassie
I University Library, 1971 .

Zell, Hans M. and Silver, Helene. A Reader! Guide to African Literature. London:
Heinemann/Educational, 1 972.

ConponarnNePms

Names of African corporations, government bodies and agencie.s, and divi-
sions of state are difficuli to verify. A myriad of general and specialized guides
exist. The most useful ones are listed below.

*Abbriuiations enAJrique. Munich: Deutsche-Afrika Gesellschaft, 1969. ICA 70]
Arranged alphabetically by abbreviation.

Bottin dl lAJrique centraLe et de Madagascar. Paris: Socidtd Didot-Bottin,
1973-
Lists principal businesses, government departments, churches, banks, ho-

tels, etc.
Cabe Times Directory of Southern AJrica' Cape Town: Cape'Times,-1956-

3u-. u, Bottin-guide, coveri South West Africa and Mozambique'
* Les 500; Premibres sociitis dAfriqw noire. . . Paris: Ediafric, 1969'

Arranged alphabetically 5y ior.tt.y, it lists the major corporations of French-
speaking Africa.
International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions. Interna-

tional Offrce for UBC. AJrican Leg'islatiae and Ministerial Bodils: List ol Untform
Headingsfor Higher Legislitiue and Ministerial Bodies in African Countries. London:
IFLA, 1980.

Kenya, (Jpanda, Tanzania, Zambia, Malawi and Ethiopia Directory: Tradt and Com-
merctatlndex. Nairobi: East African Directory Co., 1968-
Similar to the Bottin guide'

Library of Congress. [Guides to African offrcial publications] Washington,
D. C.: The Library, 1960-
Publications identified with the symbol $ in the list below aPpear in Library

of Congress catalogs under the main entry U. S. Library oJ Congress. African Su-
hon.

Balima, Mildred G. Botswana, Lesotho, and Swaziland' A Guide to OfJicial Publi-
cations. (197 1).

Gibson,MaiyJ. PortugutseAJrica:AGuideaOlficigl!ryblications.(1967)' ^--.
G.uy, 

'B.,r..i1i 
A. iganda-: Subject Guide lo OfJicial Publications' (1977)'

IAG 271
Howell, John B. East African communitlt subjut Guide to o;t'ficial Publications.

(1e76 ) .  [AG 17 ]

S Lockwood, Shaion B. Nigeiia. A Guide to Official Publications. Rev. ed.
(1e66).

Rishiorth, Susan K. Spanish-speaking AJrica; A Guide to OfJicial Publications.
(  I  e73 ) .

S Waiker, Audrey A. OlJiciat Publications of Sierra Leone and Gambia' (1963)'
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l: A Guifu to OfJicial publications. (1965\.
Central A"frica: A Guidz to Officiai publica-

Guide to OfJicial Publications. (1962).
Islands: A Guidz to OfJicial Publications.

S :. OlJicnl Publications oJ French Equntorial Africa, French Cameroons, and,
Togo, I 946- 1 958. (1964).

and Lockwood, Sharon B. Ghana; A Guide to officiat publications.
1872-1968. (1969).

S o c i6ti s e t fo urni s s eur s dAfriq ue no ire. P aris : Ediafric, I 9 7 5 -
united Sta19q. Join-t Publications Research Service. Glossary of Abbreoiations Re-

latingtoAfricanAfJairs. Washington, D. C.: The Service, i956.
Arranged alphabetically by abbreviatron.

West African Directorlt. London: Skinner, 1962-
Worldof Learniz^g. London: F.uropa, 1947- . [CB 132]

Best source for names of Afriian institutions of higher learning, museums,
and libraries.

RnpnnrNcns
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ls There q Cqtolog
in Your Fulure?
Access to lnformotion
in the Yeo r 2006
Noncy J. Will iomson

T
ln 1957, THE FOUNDING YEARoF RTSD, the focus was clearly on the
catalog. It was the eve of the Stanford Institute that preceded AACR1.1
It was a time for reappraisal of the physical form of the catalog and the
prelude to an era of intense concentration on international agreement
and standardization.2Just prior to this Strout, in a paper on the "Devel-
opment of the Catalog and Cataloging Codes," had expressed the view
that in the past, while librarians had been "intelligent and serious
scholars," they had also been very "short sighted.": Reflecting on this,
she challenged her audience to rethink principles and practices anew,
Iest they take for granted things that some day "might look equally ridic-
ulous to another age." She warned:

We may be so blinded by . . . firmly established customs that we are incapable
of seeing some utterly simple alternatives which might quickly resolve our prob-
lems, and which wil l some day look so easy and obvious that our descendants
wi l l  in  turn look upon us as unieeing and urr imagir rat ive.

Twentv-five vears later this statement can be both reflective and chal-
lenging. How will the information professionals of the year 2006 view our
approach to the challenges of 1981 and succeeding years? Will they be
able to say with conviction that we met the crises of environmental, soci-
ological, and technological changes afl'ecting the world of information
storage and retrieval with foresightedness and determination in shaping
the future? Only time will tell. It will be the speakers on the podium of
RTSD's fiftieth-anniversary program who will be able to answer this
question. Meanwhile, l ibrarians must do what they can to ensure a
smooth and creative transition into the information environment of the
twenty-first century. In doing so, they must endeavor to play a leader-
ship role wherever and whenever possible.

NancyJ. Wiliiamson is associate professor, Faculty ol Library Science, University of
Toron to This paper was presented at "Looking toward the 2 1st Century: RTSD's Silver
Anniversary Program" onJune 28,  1981, at  the ALA Annual  Conf 'ere nce.
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Is there a catalog in our future? I am almost certain of it. But what
kind of a catalog will it, and should it, be? What will it be a catalog of.2
What kind of access will it provide to the items it describe s? What func-

tion of problems and issues that must be addressed as we progress to-
ward the year 2006.

.fHE 
CATALoGANDTHE STATE oF THE ART

in terms of their content, format, and functions. In the environment for

Nor is our preoccupation with the state of the catalog a new issue. De-
velopments of the past twenty-five years have seen ever-increasing ef-
forts on the part of librarians to develop the traditional catalog into abet-

total mechanization of their files. Few would dispute that all of this rep-
resents an important step forward.

content. Few would question the importance of the work on AACRl
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and AACR2, which has given us an immeasurably sounder and more
logical basis for the struciuring of catalogs, but these catalogs are still
p.ototyp.t of Cutter's catalog of lgO+.t We have perfected the. catalog
which has existed for more than one hundred years without significantly
improving the kinds of bibliographic and subject access that the catalog
might provide. Nor have we experimented sufficiently with.possible new

approaches to subject retrieval of bibliographic items which_modern
technology could sipport. For example, the thesaurus and the PRECIS
system of indexing, the two most significant develop-elll in subject re-

trieval in the past twenty-five years, appear to have had little impact_on
the traditional subject catalog. In brief, librarians have not responded to

the potent ia l  for  change in a creat ive
metic rather than substantive and I
vides l imited access to information.
ans should enter the twenty-first ct
spite of new technology? Or should
siatus quo, while we direct our energies toward the improvement of ac-

cess to information in some other way?
The truth of the matter is that the utility of the card catalog is already

being challenged by bibliographic tools created and maintained outside
the library pei r.. These are the products of the commercial abstracting
and indexing services, many of which are computerized,.and a large
number of which are accessible through online bibliographic databases.
While the formal bibliographic citations in these databases may not be
very different from those in traditional indexes and catalogs,.it is the so-
phisticated access capabilities which make them more eff,rcient search
iools than traditionaliibrary catalogs. Such features as the enrichment of

subject description through the inclusion of abstracts as part of the rec-
ord, the assignment of multiple subject descriptors, and provision for
free-text and Boolean searchei make these tools infinitely more efficient
than the cata log.  Moreover,  as t ime goes on,  increasing exposure to on-
line reference services may have a profound influence on the kinds of de-
mands both librarians and information seekers make on the library cata-
log of the future."Of 

ptimary importance also will be the fact that as we move forward
towari the year 2006, online bibliographic databases will not be the only

competitori lbr library catalogs. Two other modes of information stor-
age ind retrieval are just now-emerging-the business information sys-
te"ms and the informltion systems which are intended for general use
and which are products of the union between computers and telecom-
munications teihnology. Both function as source databases, providing

direct access to data, ai 'opposed to bibliographic citations. Systems such

as these, which eliminatsone step in the two-step search for information
through both catalogs and online bibliographic databases, may be dou-

bly attractive to use rs.
Computerized business information systems are already- in the p-ro-

cess of propelling the commercial world Toward Paperless Inform.ation.Sls-
lems.6 Such syst6ms used in conjunction with specialized online data-
bases could reduce the role of the catalog to that of a location tool in most
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instances. In contrast, the general information systems, variously de-
scribed as viewdata, videotext, PRESTEL, Telidon, and Channel 2000,
with few exceptions, are still in the experimental stages. Nevertheless, if
fully developed, the potential is there for direct home access to informa-
tion on a wide scale. Although present experiments with viewdata sys-

the environment into which such services will be projected.

THE INFoRMATIoN ENvIRoNMENT IN 2OO6z
WHAT WILL IT BE LITT?

- If we are optimistic enough to ignore those who predict doomsday by
the year 2000, we must assume the presence of information and a need to
provide access to it. Forecasters in all spheres of life have always taken
considerable delight in predicting the future. The library world is no e*-
ception to this. As long ago as 1945, Vannevar Bush conceived his plan
for a futuristic library.s He was but one of the forerunners of iuch

pronouncements are fulfilled, given the remarkable ability of the human
race to adapt to a changing environment, an optimistic approach to the
catalog and its problems seems both attractive and sensible. For those
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hardware attachments which will permit television sets to become inter-
active viewdata systems, and to be as common in 2006 as the conven-

of informatiol will be recorded only in electronic form and disseminated
only through computerized databases. Moreover, if the conservators are
correct, many of the printed publications now extant but published prior
to 1950, wil l have disintegrated or be in perilous physical condition by
the turn of the century.16 Inevitably, expensive preservation programs
will be launched for purposes of preserving the knowledge of the past

And think of the diminishins size of those closed and frozen card cata-

respond.
Ii wil l not be easy lbr us to project ourselves into this environment

which is forecast for A.D. 2000 and beyond. However utopian it may
seem, we are well aware of the l iustrations the computer can bring and
we are already plagued with downtime from overloaded systems.lT
Moreover, the present economic climate suggests that it is unrealistic to
assume that we will be able to afford the technology that is projected.
However, it wil l be most important to remember that all things are rela-
tive. If the costs of hardware and computer time continue to decrease,
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while the cost of the production of printed information continues to spi-
ral, it is not unreasonable to surmise that computer access to information
will be more cost-effective than traditional methods by the turn ol'the
century.

Towano INFoRMATION SERvIcEs IN 2006

6, I see a catalog in our future. but a
focal point in ga'ining access to infor-
diminished role in that world. While

iona.l institution does not appear to be
an information agency wil l be depen-

dent on its ability ro redefineits procedures and goali in /erms 
"rtrr.iiu-Itographrc universe as a whole. In doing so, it wil l be necessary to place

its basic tool-the catalog-in its propEr perspective with otl i......r,
tools.. In brief, librarians must .orriid.i the ways and means of develop-
ing information seraices as opposed to providing access t" rf..in. collec-
tions or particular databaies. How should lib"rarians p.*'!.J with this
mammoth task?

Logically, the.establishment of such a service should begin with a plan
or blueprint which identifies issues to be addressed and Jriorities to be
established. Such a plan musr recognize the realit ies of t i ie infor*^tio.,
world, but at the same- time it is imperative that there be response to
technological change. By way of en, 

'

id911ify iome of r[e problems of ,
which should provide food for thoug
mrt tees,  and sect ions of  RTSD ovei

For the kinds of information servi
all, librarians must become informa-
lrence librarians, catalogers, or col-
uell, not only the names, but also the
trmation professional must be pre-

ror and educator in aiding ."0 .0",,'1"1'1"Hff;3"t:*itlil;:i,'.tl:;
efflective use o[ the services 

.and systEms available. This wirl require
much retooling. and reeducation of present l ibrary p..ron.,. l and some
redrrect ion of  l ibr^ary educat ion.  In  rh is  respect ,  u  -b. .  in terd isc ip l inary
approach to information work and e^ducation will probably b;
necessary.ls Some sacrif ices wil l almost certainly be requirod. However,
an adjustment and redirection of our talents ̂ ni cupabilities couta ph.e

er position, not only to provide better services
rt also to market their expertise to

: ff l: ff i:1tiJt'i,tlli,f Hn:,
rfluence and credibility in the infor-

. A second requ^irement in preparing for the future is that ribrarians as
Intorma(lon prolessronals^not only ac_t,. but act decisively, objectively,
a'd without prejudices in favor of iraditlonar methods u.,jp.u.i i..s. For
tl they do not, someone else wil l. All too often in the past, t irere has been
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THE INFORMATION SNNTBRS
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THECATALOG

THE BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

In the kind of information service envisioned for the future, the role
that is defined for the catalog should determine the nature of the biblio-
graphic records it should contain. The development of various levels of
detail in bibliographic description, first suggesled by cutter22 and redis-
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ACCESS TO BIBLIOGRAPHIC
RECORDSAND SOURCEDETE

1. The kinds of access needed;
2. The requirements for formatting and structuring any output, In-

cluding'any subfiles or spinoff liles which are expected to be cre-

ated for display;
3. The search algorithms to be used; and
4. Interface and"compatability among files and databases created by
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Sunyncr AccESS To INFoRMATToN
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as well as the develop-ment of more effective indexing languages. Termi-
nology is important, but so also is the structure of th"e'larigualge. It is es-
sential that anysubject retrieval system be equipped to prdvidi informa-
tion seekers with both direct access to information and ihe alternative of
browsing among subjects for purposes of selection and choice of items.
I hus provision for Boolean searches alone will, not be sufficient to meer
all requirements. Systematic searches for information must also be pos-
sible.

structure may frequently be machine controlled and invisible to users.
In.summary, either the completely unstructured or the rigidly controlled
subject retrieval system. could prove to be less than satisfactory in the
overview, and some middle-of-the-road approach most acceptable in
many cases.
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been our failure to recognize fully the essential relationship between the

structure of helpful orde'r based on the principles of classification and the

inherent order ofthe alphabet.

STENOEROS AND STENOAROIZATION

trauma and nervous breakdown.

Concr,usror.t

I

2 .

3 .

RrrnnuNcns

Institute on cataloging code Revision, stanford \Jniversity, 1958, Working Papers

(Stanford, Cali f . ,  1958).
5;;;;h; G;r.., ;rt'.'o*lded Catalog: A Summary of the Literature," Library Re-

so u rrcr G Tec hn ica I Se ru i rc s 2 :238 -52 ( Fall I 958).
il"* fi.".tr Strout, "The Development of the Catalog and Catal.ging Codes," Zi

brarl Quarterly26:255 (Oct 1956).
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in the Feminine Reoding
Sociefy in Copenhqgen

Erwin K. Welsch

a rapidly industrializing economy, forge support groups to.counter com-

monly held beliefs that women's proper roles were excluslvely as wlves

cember 1981.
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and mothers, and obtain the intellectual stimulation and cultural enrich-
ment that access to books and libraries provides. This article examines
the Reading Society's unusual collection development procedures and
policies.l

Lrnneny Srnvrcn IN DENMARK
IN THE LITNNTNNTEENTH CNNTUNY

A serious problem facing women in the 1870s was the lack of adequate
library service in Copenhagen. Although there were numerous rural li-
braries, many of them in schools, and an organization offering free
books and pamphlets, the country's largest city-and its capital-lacked
public libraries. Two small collections were established early in the de-
cade to provide morally uplifting reading for the poor, but the founding
of a true public library system was delayed until 1885.2 There were sev-
eral substantial private libraries, but these were restricted to men.
Women were discouraged from using the Royal Library and barred
from the all-male university as well as its library.

Rental libraries maintained by booksellers and other merchants were
open to all borrowers able to pay the modest fees, but offered limited ser-
vices and collections. Typically, they contained plays, novels, and light
reading, in Danish or in translation, intended "to fill the family circle
with entertainment, laughter and emotion" rather than to challenge the
intellect or inform the mind.3 Foreign authors such as Dumas-father
and son-, Dickens, and EugBne Sue and popular Danish authors,
rather than classics, dominated the shelves. Books by female authors
were also well represented. Ouida, George Sand, George Eliot, and oth-
ers shared the shelves with Nordic female authors such as E. Martens
andJ. Schjdrring. Titles such as Ladlt without a Heart, The Historyt of a
Woman's Heart, and An ltalian Wom.an's Vengeance suggest that Barbara
Cartland would not have been unwelcome if she had been born a cen-
tury earlier. And the numerous loan cards signed by a maiden, miss,
madame, or lady show that the books found a receptive audience.a Any
library planned for women would face stiff competition from well-
established rental l ibraries.

ONTCTNS OF THE I(VINDELIG LASEFORENING

The idea of a women's library in Denmark developed simultaneously
with the decision to found a Danish section of the Association internatio-
nale des femmes. On February 2+, 1877, a group of men and women
met at the home of Fredrik Bajer, an educator influenced by Swedish
feminists, to found a society dedicated to improving the economic, polit-
ical, and social conditions of Danish women. At the same meeting they
voted to create a Lresesal for Damer (Reading Room for Ladies) pat-
terned after the Lisesalong fcir Damer (Reading Salon for Ladies),
founded in Stockholm four years earlier.s For a modest fee the Swedish
Salon offered reading-room use and home loan or, at lower cost, a rout-
ing service for current periodicals in which the subscribers would share
the cost.6In an attempt to encourage female teachers to join they were
charged lower fees and, although men were accepted as members, they
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were relegated to a separate reading room and forced to pay more.
In lectures and newspaper articles Bajer propagandized for the estab-

lishment of a similar library in Denmark. He argued that a library would
aid female teachers, give housewives access to literature, and bring the
family together through books. In Sweden he found that the librarian,
"orderly, reliable, skilled in languages, cultured, enthusiastic for the
cause, and kind but decisive in her behavior," was crucial to its success.
Enthusiasm was important since she only received, besides housing on
the premises, a percentage of modest gross receipts.T He encountered
opposition, but also unexpected support. The conservative newspaper
Fudrelandet (The Fatherland), which opposed other women's organiza-
tions, endorsed the idea editorially and reprinted Bajer's article.s But a
doctor in Copenhagen, undoubtedly expressing dominant male beliefs,
claimed that "women would become literary'blue stockings' instead of
diligent and sensible housewives" if they started a library.s

Tnn Frnsr Ynens
Bajer became involved in political struggles and left the library's es-

tablishment to a group of women headed by Sofre Petersen, now gener-
ally regarded as the Reading Society's founder, and Charlotte Klein, an
activist who believed that improved education was a woman's most cer-
tain path to advancement. At the first organizational meeting at Klein's
home in December 1871, they began drafting the bylaws which left gov-
ernance and book selection in the hands of a strong governing board.
The record of this and subsequent meetings is found in the "Protocol
over Kvindelig Lreseforeningens Bestyrelsesmdder" (Minutes of the
Meetings of the Governing Board of the Feminine Reading Society).

Evidently a rough draft was prepared after each meeting and submit-
ted to the chair before it was recopied and placed in the reading room for
the membership's inspection. There are indications that the record was,
at times, altered to conform to the chails opinions, but some debates,
even those potentially embarrassing, were extensively reported. The de-
scription of this frrst meeting was obviously recorded later.10

They planned a functioning library that also met a social need by pro-
viding schoolteachers, who were predominantly single or widowed and
lacked other social opportunities, with a noncirculating reference collec-
tion in an easily accessible reading room. They also anticipated use by
another class of women who had "intellectual cravings and needs but
who were barred, by situation and circumstance, from satisfying them
through any other fashion than books"-comparatively wealthy or
middle-class women similar to themselves who, by legislation or custom,
lacked educational opportunities as well as access to libraries. rl The cir-
culating collection would inchide a 'Judicious selection of literature as
well as history, religion, geography and art," but not books that would be
"destructive of morality," a vague phrase but one that was to cause fre-
quent difficulties as members sought to define morality.l2

At the society's first formal meeting two months later the members at-
tended to administrative details, such as clarifying the society's bylaws,
elected the first governing board, with Klein as chairwoman, and ex-
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Confronted with inadequate funds to purchase expensive foreign

newspapers, the society beiun to acquire them in a resourceful and en-

i. ip.ir i i-,g -unr... They traded the promise of a subscription to one pa-

o.i fo, iti old copies of the London h^rt and found an editor willing t9

i '. l l ; i l . ;;pi.r Jr,nr." loreign papers at reduced prices.le A)though.sti l l

at the mercy of donors who c|uld change the socieiy's collection b^yalter-

ing their n.*rpup.. subscriptions' it vias able to offer a large' if dated'

collection of periodicals and newspapers..-"-O"ii"g 
ttt! rpri"g the Reading Sbciety continued to augment its col-

lections titorrgit gifis from -em6ers as well as {r9m prominent lawyers'

t.rrin"rr*..r,"u.r"d government officials.20 Within three months it had

accumulated'substantial contributions and membership dues, was able

to borrow without collateral, obtain free housing from 1bank, and se-

.".. u g.u"t from the Classenske Fideicommis, Jcharitable educational

iorr.rduiion. Despite this success, Klein was hesitant. She reduced refer-

ence collection costs by shifting gift books into it from the circulating col-

lecti,on and borrowing others, iuLh us atlases, from members' 21

Lacking guidance from other sor
tices, such as dividing available spr
newspapers and books, on those of
Athenrum.zz It also served as a ml
teen classes, that theY Planned to P
Athenreum in assigning all books b
tion "Politics and Writings concerl
gradually evolved in successive su
iromen's studies. Thev dealt with P
;;;t ;Jip cards, and a printed 

^catalog, 
and deci^ded to use volunteer

t.rp i"itiuny to supervise 
'the 

reading ro"orn.2a By september 27 , t87,2,

lir+ t.J;"inpleteh ail the details bui one for, in their reliance on gifts,
they had not purchased a single book.

THECOLLECTION

When the board finally turned to buying books, it selected a book

dealer and adopted a method for aquiring b,ooks that were unusual. Ru-

doloh Klein hid U.." i" business only i short time after a number of

u".lr-*r.r.l"g *itrr the large firm of G.E.C. Gad.25 Unlike other deal-

a;;, [" ;;ihe? supported #omen's issues nor contributed to the society's

""1i""""pp.r1.. 
ii. was not even a member of the offrcial Danish book

i;; ;Jiliation, the Boghandlerforening. The board_ordered a few

;;lit i.rai,riaually but the"n decided ,rpo.r"u plan that a librarian in the

i9B6;;A.call Jblanket order 91.appfo."al plan. It authorized Klein to

;;;ly ;;tkugtt or tecetttly publishirl boots from which they would

*i[. tt .it selictions.26 It is unclear why the board delegated part of the

booL r.t..tion process to a dealer, for Copgnh.agen papers consistently

reviewed impoitant or controversial books. Perhips thamembers lacked

time or were insecure about their judgments; it may also have been com-

-o., pru.ii.e or the method the Athe"nreum used. Even though, as-th-ey

remarked on several occasions, it was time-consuming,,the board did

not delegate responsibility furtirer but personally went through Klein's
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selections and made the final decisions. One chairwoman insisted that
book selection not take place in her absence,2T and another directed that
money set aside for books not be used for other purposes since that would
be a betrayal of the society's goals. 28

Trends in Iiterature towards realism rather than sentiment, political di-
visions that turned discussions into arguments, and religious differences
that had split the state church theologically guaranteed, then as now, se-
lection problems.

problems, as in the Ibsen play, was popular among intellectuals and
troublesome to almost everyone else, including board members. Books
critical of marriage and social institutions and including what was for
that time explicit sex, caused debate among critics and edilors. The issue
was complicated by the critics' association of these ideas with Brandes'
atheism and the political radicalism they falsely believed he represented.
Passions during this transition period were high, controversy always
possible, and selection difficult.

The board's initial literary selections were cautious and seemed to rely
on the reputations of established authors.3r Among their first purchases
of Danish authors were the works of H. C. Andeisen, known in Scan-
dinavia (if not always elsewhere) as a writer of serious fiction. Among
foreign authors they emphasized historical novels of Scott and Bulwer-
Lytton, translations of Turgenev, then enjoying great popularity, and
works of such writers as Bret Harte and Mark Twain, which must have
provided curious impressions of America. Notably missing were transla-
tions of French novels then considered risqud. They did not buy, at first,
F.ugbne Sue's popular multivolume series The Mlsteries of Paris, nor did
they immediately acquire Victor Hugo, Emile Zola, and similar French
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writers either in the original or in Danish translations. Clearly French
realist writers offended the board's sensibility, whereas the staid English
Victorians did not. Characteristically, the board routinely boughtVictonans drd not. Uharactertstrcally, the board routlnely Dougnt
Bergsde's works as they appeared, even though his style and subject mat-llergs6e's works as they appeared, even tnougn nls,sryre ano suLtJl
ter iere becoming uniashionable. They also regularly selected works of

a number of second-rate writers, little known outside of Denmark: H. F'
Ewald, who showed Dickens'influence; Carit Etlar, pseudonym of Carl
Brosbdll, who had won medals for the almost improvised novels he
churned out; teacher-author Leopold Budde, widely known as an en-
emy of Brandes and modern literalure; and the folkish Beatus Dodt, bet-
ter known for his calendars than his ficpion. Despite the society's pledge

to modernity, initial selections validated Fudrelandzt\ support, for they
were well wiihin a moderately conservative and traditional literary view-

Iaries at the same time.32

popular or semischolarly, were widely read, and since many of the
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women in the society traveled extensively, were probably of personal in-
terest as well.

The board had to contend with the difficult problem of selecting reli-
gious books during a period when the state church, Lutheranir--, *u,
divided among traditionalists, rural fundamentalists believins in a lit-
e_ral Bible, and "Grundtvigians"-followers of the teachings of.-N. F. S.
Grundtvig and poJitical activists. Selection of Fredrik Niel'sen's polemic
against free thought, the works of vilhelm Birkedal, a pastor and politi-
cian, and others favoring Grundtvig's beliefs seemed logical^since
Grundtvigians supported married women's inheritance righti. yet sup-
porting the Grundtvigians was unusual for a reading soc"iety since the
Grundtvigians emphasized, as Sofie Petersen pointed out in a letter to
.Bajer, oral skills and lectures rather than books and reading.33 But the
board might also be viewed as courageous since these wriErs were in

) government, and therefore Fedre-
:e prevailed, for they also acquired
)nsen's standard Den christelige Ethik
re family as the center of all societal
/ements in women's rights.
:e not, as a later debate showed, uni-
Jed political issues and other poten-
s or pamphlets on contemporary is-
:ance rights were part of political
uired books on economics, law, or
:ational opportunities were improv-
cularly when the author Benedicte
chairwoman, much more fiction.

women in Danish society had traditionally been active in literature,
philosophy, and the arts, but not in politicai or economic questions. Ai
chairwoman, Klein shared this narrow view, for she believed the "wom-
en's question" dealt with the moral right of women to use their full abili-
ties, and not with political action. Although a married woman, she even

inheritance rights.34 Most men still
: actively in "serious" issues, defined
hose subiects the societv did not col-
imited tf,eir conception of women's
Dects of their book selection.
rhave felt did not always apply to
d an extensive collection of books

re of their early purchases was Bladefra
pans(e Kuinfur (Pages Jrom Danish Women), a pioneering collaborative ef-
fort that enunciated Danish women's needs in the 1876s. Another was a
new edition of the remarkable diary of Leonora Christina, which de-
tailed the successful struggles of a woman to survive imprisonment and
Qppression in the seventeenth century and served a new generation of
Danish women as a heroic symbol of what could be accomplished. They
also meticulously acquired fiction by internationally famous women
writers such as George Eliot and George Sand, as well as the now less
well known Florence Marryat and "Mri. Craik" (pseudonym for Dinah
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Maria Mulock). Nor did they ignore Nordic authors such as Magdalene

il i;;;;, Lalru Kieler, undlohuttne Schjdrring, *h9 depicted the

-or. truiit ional problems-lovi, marriage-of women in Nordic soci-

.iy. Wtt." they purchased the anonymouily published En Kaindehistorie
(.ti, Woman\ Stiry), a tale of the tragic fate of a woman wlro gave ever|;

ini"g foi lo,re,-tf iey were probablf unaware that its author, Ragnhild

Golischmidt, was a member. (Later she led the society for a decade.) . .- 
Wirit. *orn..r's journals weie few in number, their relevance should

have made them 6bvious and immediate purchases. Yet the society's

board did not immediately acquire fidsk:rtft for Hemme4 the. leading

Sfa.,di.ta.tian feminist iournal; they depended,,pon a gift, and when it

i"ii.a to materialize,.6li.d o.r a rn.mbe. before chol,sing to pay for a

subscription. They did not subscr
(1875-79) (Frida1s, the Weeklyfor Wor
ier Christian Zahle, Nathalie Zahle':
sues. But it was published in Ringl'
subscribed to no provincial periodic:
ing periodical foi middle-cliss women, the Nordisk Mdnster-Tidende (Nor-

dii i'aUern Magazine), which included gene-ral information on housekeep-

ins as well is patterns for the latEst fashions in each issue. They

suBscribed to Eliride Fibiger's TidsskriJtfor Kainder (Magazinefor Wo.men)

from the frrst issue in 1881, but by then the society was comparatively

wealthy.
The society showed, primarily in its book rather than. periodical

purchases-which remained cauiionr-.ontinued interest in women-

Lriented issues and offered information through publications to which

women would not easily have had access. Bui its -s.upport for feminist

.urrr", was always indiiect; the society avoided direct elpressions of

ooiniorr. Yet to conclude that the members only wanted l ight reading or

si*ing patterns is contradicted by the variety of donated ptriodicals and

in the"evidence that emerqed durins debates on the collection. Members

were both aware of and iiterested i.-n developments affecting them even

if they were sometimes uncertain about appropriate books to purchase'

Dissatisfaction with the board's attempt at conservative moderation

surfaced at the first general assembly in February T-B_73.35 Several times

during the proceediigs a member, Iiosalie Rosenfeldt, author of several

fictioial works publiihed anonymously and a contributor to B.lade-Jra

danske Kainder, interrupted with questions about book and periodical se-

llction. When the agenda was completed she angrily addressed the soci-

ety, and claimed thit her memberihip right to ask questions had been

dJnied. Specifrcally she wanted to know whether the society intended to

exclude a direction in literature rr
(Literary Society) and bY the Peri
banish Monthl). The quarterly cont
the superiority of Danish literature
culture. It introduced Mill's idea
younger generation of realist au thol
such is Brandes' "Adventures o[ L
trayed free thought as a girl slaying outmoded, traditional values. It won
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[l- ]4: 
enmity of organized religion, the government, and the press.

I he Llterary Society, also led by Brandes, consisted o[a group of young
authors and critics that was commonly condemned as the,,aiheist soci-
ety." Klein defended exclusion of the periodical by sayine rhat the entire
board considered the article "om Befokningsforirolde.,J" 1,,o., popula-
tion Factors") especially "injudicious" for a"reading soci.iy of *o-.,
and, therefbre, the_y had rejected it, although the "pirotocols" do not re-
cord the event. She also cited works of Brandes that had been
purchased-again not l isted in the "protocols"-and claimed the Liter-

ased because few members were in-
k of interest in theology is confirmed
in fact, bought religious works.) She

:h as those Brandes mentioned, were
's were interested in literary works in
rot being entirely honest; ihe litera-
'disliked realism in novels. In a writ-
:hmidt, she confirmed her prejudice
lecture on French drama as too,,pi-
rg the "more corrupt, coarser nature

sprcy, whrch rn the newspapers first reads of unhappy
e noted that lecturers - undoubtedly referring' 

'to

Brandes, who had created an uproar with a series of lectures in Novem-
ber 1871 - could cause laughtefwith provocative topics, but wondered if
the expression of mirth *.J brrt u -utk for differenti..ti.rjr.rr 

-

it was insincere, did not satisfy Ro-
, the board and to ask whether it had
he ongoing debate in Danish politics
eading society was not a place which
morals; if the society ,,had a party

earlier." Nathalie Zahle, director of
Copenhagen's leading school for gir
out that it had the responsibility of r,
mous" and "immoral." With Roser
and the board continuing to defend i
the ge.neral assembly realfirming the
selection,

Even though the_"Protocols" are silent on the issue, Rosenfeldt had
prevailed, for the titles she wanted wr
next general assembly that the
MaanedsskriJt 3s Bur the victory was sJ
with Georg Brandes and his brother
declining in subscribers and influenr
g:i jfi: f,ll 

jo"11ul, Det Niuendz Aarhund.red,e (The Nineteenth Centuru)
and agaln therr writings provoked a "rather long and keen discus sion; at
a.board meeting.+o Benedicte Arnesen Kail, an"author with . C.,rrrdtrri-
gtan background and then head of the society, resolved the issue with
less controversy: she. simply decided to try it for six months and, when
lrtt le happened, continued the subscription. with the discussion over Det
Nittende Aarhundrede-and perhaps because Kirstine Frederiksen, who
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had proeressive views on women's rights, had become chairperson - the

;;J^;i;iilh periodicals and bo"oks were appropriate for women

seemed to end.

Cor,r,ncrroN UsE

The first annual general assemblY

bate and controversy about future ac

an opporlunity for Charlotte Klein to

and iheir use.'She realized the socier

the importance of donations' lor mo

rion's t^housand volumes had been do

a reference collection, but one still

loans. Efforts to solicit periodical z

members w€re successful, for the sor

weeklies through gifts and discounts,

at one quarteitheir cost; but, as.,t l

*.r. ..c^.il .d, the selection was still i

ance on gifts continued at least ur

ceeded do-nations for the first time 'a2--it.i., 
maintained circulation records and used them to determine

how well the balanced."tt..tio" fared in the frrst three months. IJnfortu-

natelv the concept tiU.f^...Jand edifying reading did. not seem to.af-

f.a t[t. patrons, for her survey showed that fiction and literary crltlclsm

were most poPular with the members,

of the circulaiion.a3 Despite her effortt

ries such as education or politics' Hr

tantlv relinquishing the chair, confi

of book ,tt. t.ttuined about the s

larqer.aa Literature bonowings had

totil. Members still seemed disint
manv other subiects in which the r

Klein, in view oT he. beliefs in educ

to see how few art and PhilosoPhY b
continued to buy books in various fi

society was iust l ike a rental l ibrary
row most wis fiction. The exPectati
prived educational background intc' 

The societv's decisions about boo

sies in Danish societY. The women r

cated to believe that Danish cultur
and romantic literature that simu
women. They were trying to inair
were being assaulted by Brandes z

atheism and progressive views on

some of the other women did not wi

or periodicals that dealt with topics that .
abl'e. Yet there were divisioni within the society, -as younger women'

-.r. 
".*jrhg 

of 
".*"iewpoints, 

sorighl greater diversity' The society

gradually b.g;" ,o ul..pi tlie newrealistic'literature and to collect titles
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Trrn Nrxr DECADES
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would not be ..suitable', for ladies' Besides, he claimed that their lack of

ialt.",it", ptrti.,rluriy 
""f"tiitttity 

wittr Greek and Latin' prevented

;#;;; ["i"g uUr.io ,r.rd.rrtr.td other areas of scholarship' There-

il;;;,ilt serrric? *."ra U" 
" 

Jilafpointment' The r.oval library also dis-

missed the request, ;; g.;;;; i#gth..while the librarian, the distin-

g" f tft.a"C ntitfr ." d.,t,, i, was not t'o tally un sympatheTl L1:1t-g"ments
were not convrncrng ;;#t. H" agteed that women were acting as librar-

ians in other count.i;;^i;;i;a;.g-a-.ri.u, but noted.that they had col-

i;;;;;;;;,-r, u'a ,l'.".a-]" piutic, not scholarly, libraries. These Ii-

;#;, G;T;;;;;; to iig}'t to.a diverse p'iq!' that included the
,,lower and middle .i;;;,U *e.e"totally unlike hir li!ru.y. He claimed

,-t .i it . 
""irr"..ity...rir.nle 

e".mination and knowledge of classical lan-

guages were requrr;-;-;;J;;io provide satisfactory service- He also

SooBr.a *"-.i, .ri-[i.g t;ir ladders and claimed that their clothing.-

;;ilr;i;."t Vi.to.iun gui^.,'t' that many women themselves consid-

ered restricti,r. - *Jrid-r*..f U"ots off the shelves and onto the floor in

the library's narrow ;il;;.;:tq;i; or tnt work also demanded physical

r*;;;h. rr. .l".r"J.i;v-i"iplvi"g that there would be fewer jobs for

men il'women were tri*J.'O.ririie h"is sympathy, he believed that the li-

b.u.y. . 'dthepubl icwouldbebestservedby..exclusrvelymaleperson-
nel."

These arsuments against women
arguments 

-generally 
used against

naielv for many of the women, theY
for skilled workers in Denmark's cor

For more than hftY Years the so<
bership and inf luence. I t  bui l t  one o
Copenhagen which included meeti
dition to ihe library. The building

il;h. i930r, *fri.'h th.y o".i."trig by selling it in 1940. Durinq the Sec-

ond World War the'r".'i",V served u, o.,. o-fine centers of thi Danish

Resistance -o,r.-."ni, 6"i'rfi.. 1945 it shared Denmark's economic dis-

tress. It tried to t.".-i,t.if Ly expanding membership to include men'

il"a ht.i air." gura or ttt. io""hers" intentiins mav onlahave hastened the

.tri^pt., i- il.n', uiiit"des towards women had changed little: they

blam'ed ih. fuil.rr. on women's inadequate managerial skills; as one new

member said, ,.TirJJ fro"r.*i".r couid not understand the accounts'"48

ik;*b;;hip'.""ti"".Jio d.tlitte' Ninety.veart dd 
It ll:.daY 

and ten

vears before a rebirth of women's studies *ignt have saved.it, the society

iffi;.;;;.;:Th.;llections were given-away to such institutions as

the women's residence hall of the unilersity' were,sold. cheaply to |fe
seneral public, and the remainder, with their modest blue ownersnrp

ilft., lr"i"i.rlg Lreseforening," were forever dispersed'
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RErnnnxcrs

The laws are included as p.6-9 of the manuscript "protocols."
"Protocols,"  p.3.
"Protocols,"  Feb.  9,  1872.
Fudrelanda, Feb. 15, 1872,p.3.
Frdland, Blger, p.99.
"Protocols, " April 4, lB7 2.
"Protocols," Dec. 2, 187 2.
"Protocols,"  Nov.  13,  1872.
"Protocols," Se pt. 27, lB7 2.
The list of donors was published rn Fudrelandet, April I 5, 187 2, p.3.
Fcdrclandtt...Oct.23, 1872, p.3; "Protocols,"-yune29,;uiy 5, ani Sept. 3, 1872.'Protocols," . |une 

20,  1872.
"Forte^gnelse overKvindelig.Lreseforenings Bogsamling"(n.p., [1873]) in Kvindelig
Lrseforenings Arkiv VI .A.  I
"Protocols,"  Sept.  13,  17,1872.
Andreas Dolleris, Danmarks_ Boghandlere l|37-jBg2, 2d ed. (odense: Miloske
Bogtrykkeri. 1912), l: 17 6-77 .
"Protocols,*  Oct .  9,  187 2.
"Protocols,"July 14, 187 4.
'Protocols,"  

Feb.  3,  1878.
"Protocols."  Sept.  27,  1872.
Ibid
The analysis of book purchases is based on the list of titles included in the manu-
script "Protocols."
C. Klein to R. Schmidt, March 12; 1874, NKS l lBl 4..
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33. S. Petersen to F. -Bajer, undated, NKS 2976 4o' But.their^slogan' "the living word

and the dead book," h; J;;;; ,".t ur t realistic view of thJfailure of traditional

;;ir;;G;, i;. r.-; i;;at;G Joots became centers of book distribution and their

;;;;;.;?;.q"ent library user"s lHarold Hvenegaard L 2s7en' D-e pa1yke Folkebibliote'

rurin n;rni;r, lazO-igiO (Ctpetthugt"' Dlnsk Bibliografisk Kontor' 1962)'

p.+0-421.
C. Xt.ir i to Carl Rosenberg,Jan. NKS 3424 4".3+.

36.
3 t .

J O .

39.
40.
+ t .
42.
+3 .

"Protocols," Feb. 9, 1873.
n - S.tt-idt to C. Klein, March 5, 1874, NKS 3057 40'

C. t f t . l"  to R. Schmidt, March 12, 1874, NKS 1181 40'

"Protocols," Feb. B, 1874.
H ;l;; S.;";. rrtp,' Kul tur kampzz (C openhagen : Gvldendal, I 9a6)' V' 1' p' 87'

"Protocols," Ocr. l7 ,  lB7 4.
"Protocols," Feb. 9, 1873.
"i';;;;;;i;;" Feb. 3; 1878. 198 of the 455 volumes acquired that vearwere-gifts'
e a.iuit.a'."*ey, including the number of books borrowed in each category' rs part

;K"_t p"p.#i,., tt 
" 

Kviidelig Lreseforenings Arkiv: Breve, 1872-1912.

44. "Protocols,"Feb. B, 1874.
4 5 . M S f o l . 3 8 7 0 : l t , u n i v e r s i t e t s b i b l i o t e k e t i o s l o i s a l e t t e r f r o m K l e i n , e v i d e n t l y-- '  

*r i t , .n in 1873, rhut dfr. . ib..  ihe society's f i rst year. The leading Norwegian fem.i-

ni.i'*.i,.., Camilla Cflf.i,, *u. a frequ6nt visitor to Copenhagen and is freque^ntly

gi""rl.."dit f". a...rrf.", ollir. ia.u,"-tt".*ay [Marie Hdgt., Niryp Ka.indzr. En Ooer-

?;iiirriiir^ Stilt*g oe"iiasailkaar i Hundrediaret 1814:1914 (Kristiania: Berg &

HTsh 's  For lae ,  1914) ,  I I :11 .
46. Ris"sarkivet. Kultusministerium, 3. Kontor, lO51 192'

47. Rifsarkivet, Kultusministerium, 3' Kontor,.X934'
;B: ii;il;;;tripp-g i" "s.rap-bog," Kvindeiig LaseforeningArkiv' vII A'
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Cost-Effecfiveness of
Soviet Seriol Exchonges

Jono K. Stevens, Jode G. Kelley, ond Richord G. lrons

While the traditional uiew has been that Soaiet publications were best acquired
through exchanges, a recent reuiew of Souiet serials at Duke Uniuersit2 Library
suggests that this may no longer be as true as it once was. The auailability oJ Soaiet
publications through normal trade channels has increased in recentyears. Because
of this fact, the importance of maintnining equitable exchanges in economic terms
has increased. Our examination has shou.m that it should not be assumed that such
exchanges are equitable. Regular reuiews are recommended to serae the needs of li-
braries best.

more open. Inflation continues to erode our library budgets. In fact, in
light of these developments, this assumption is both reasonable and un-
reasonable, both correct and incorrect. There is no longer, ifthere ever
really was, avalid general formula that covers all cases.

As recently as fifteen years ago, these were not the questions that
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would have been asked. At our libr

braries, we were interested in furthe:

disseminating our university's publ

tions otherwiie unobtainable. Price
concern when initiating an exchang'
for our collection as we could have; I

our university in the academic world at large '--Of 
.o"rr. L, *. all know, times have changed, circumstances have

chansed, and our needs have changed' Inflation has reduced our-pur-

;-h;;ffpg|.r u"d we realize that-we must be more efficient. Cost-

effecti*Teness is becoming perhaps more important than goodwill, recog-

nition, or dissemination of our own publtcatrons''^^T# 
f^rir*ay of exchange costs'per se was that ofJohn l. Galeis,

p"Ufirn.J i" fOiZ. Cateis'stidy-vindicated that traditional wisdom. The

lubiect of his study *urih. total exchange package of his.l ibrary' and he

*uJuir".o"..rn.h, in spite of his emp[asit on economics, with factors

"oi f.i-utily economici nigtttly he irgued that "monetary costs and

benefrts are not the only corrs"ideiation irivolved in establishing or main-

;;i;.e. serials e".harige operation."2 Considerations such as the qual-

i;';ffi ;;;i uir 1... i".a"throu gh exc han ge and the repu tation ga i ned for

i i i . l ib;;;t;r l"ri i t"t io" from iisseminatlon of its publications through-

out the world, for instance, should also be taken into account'

In recent years more and more libraries have been compelled by-ec.o-

nomic circumstances to examine their exchange policy' Similarly, Duke

University Library recently began a review of its exchange.program'

*fti.tr is Js yet stiil in its initial"stages. No firm conclusions have been

reached, .to fi.- decisions made. Gi,'.tt the number of-departments

both within the l ibrary and in the university community at large that are

affected by l ibrary .*.hut g"r, any flnal decisions are.l ikely^lo take some

time. But we ha',rb .e,ri.*ed our serial exchanges with the Soviet Union

and in the limited scope of this particular part;f the review a number of

interesting discoveries have been made.
g.r." *Itfr"ut reference to any but economic considerations, it has al-

wavs been assumed that Soviet exchanges are advantageous to u.s. li-

b;.i;. i;;" Crpt and Exchange Manint notes that "certain countries
)pe) put great restrictions -on the ex-

ie countri-es must get their U'S' pub-

This necessity can work to great ad-

tions of these countries have a lower

;ications. Thus, what we send on ex-

:s for dollars spent."3 There is also the

these countries may not be available
after a discussion of the diffrculties of

l'J:il'*f,ffi:ffi:TlY 
that "the

Soviet institutions and a total of sev-

entv Soviet serial publications. We compared the price of the publica-

ilorit fi"t. Univeisity provided with the'price of acquired. Soviet p}b\

cations, using standl.d t.ud. catalogs ind indexei such as EBSCO
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Subscription Services Librarians'Handbook 1gB0-igB1 , Faxon l981 Librar-
ia.ns'Gyi(z t_o !1ryals. Four Continents Catalogue, Ne:wspapers and Maga-
zines of .the Ulrichl, and the like.s Of the seventy Soviet publila-
tions., thirty-nine were listed in the indexes with quoted'prices, four were
listed without price quotes, and twenty-se.ren weie not listed at all.

. Our findings support the statement made by Allen, USSR area spe-
cialist at the Library of congress, when he said "the number of tiiles
available for export from the Soviet union has increased considerably."
But he is somewhat misleadine when he says "these constitute. with cer-
tain exceptions, all t i t les issue-d by organizations at the level of the All-
Union _g,overnment and the fifteen constituent republics of the soviet
{Jnion."6 The twenty-seven titles not listed in fade catalogues and in-
dexes amount to 38.6 percent of Duke's total Soviet serial exihanges. Al-
len's "certain exceptions" account for something over a third of-Duke's
Soviet serial exchange titles.

. InJune 1981 y9 contacted EBSCO, a large general subscription ser-
vice, and Four Coirtinents, specialists in Soviei and Eastern Err.op.u.tt
materials. EBSCO, in August 1981, informed us that they could o6tain'a co rple" of the twenty-seven serial titles about which we inquired.Z
Four continents informed us that they could obtain some of t6e titles
also but they did not give us a specific number.s

- Using quoted prices from the indexes, catalogs, and our correspon-
dence, we discovered that of the twenty-six exclianges, only nine were
balanced evenly or in our favor. A rough estimate sliowed that the total
dollar value of the favorable balance was about $131. Twelve exchanses
showed an unfavorable balance of approximately g2,000. This latter frg-
ure does not include an unfavorable balance of about $7 10 for sinele t-i-
tles received through these exchanges. In five cases we could not ierify
prices and no comparison could be made. In spite of the currency restric-
tions noted by Lane, and the natural advantage that should theiefore be
DukelJniversity Library's, we have a monetary disadvantage of approx-
irnately $1,869, not including monograph title exchanges. Notiielbly,

{!..9 prices can be verified, our exchLnges are predominantly unfavor-
able. Moreover, the unfavorable balancei are far greater thanthe favor-
able balances. For those publications where priie cannot be verified
there is really no way of deiermining relative rralrre. Without the compe-
tition provi{ed by vendors, fair market value becomes meaningless.
consequently if a library wants a particular publication that is univail-
able except by exchange, relative economic value does not enter in as a
faclgr in assessing the value of the exchange.

Obviously,-th_e price of publications is not the only factor to be consid-
ered. or is it? Gale.ls notes "the absence of detailed studies of the eco-

ting that absence to "the difficulty of
the materials received as well as to
/hile his observation may have been
already noted, more than half of the
:t ljnion on exchanse were listed in

vendor catalogs with prices quoted. The monetary valuJs of these mate-
rials, at least, are easily deteimined. There a.e, a, well as the cost of ex-
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changed materials, the costs of "personnel, office :Pt9t, miscellaneous

suppl"ies, and equipment."lo Obviously, these are likely to vary a great

take, nor one that we think advantageous. What.might be realized as

savings is the price of the publications Duke University provides and

changes may be in order.
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How Humon-Usoble ls
lnterchongeqble? Or, Shqll
We Produce Cqtologues
or Towers?
Frons Heymons

A number oJ international bibliographic standards, like the Paris Principles, the
International Standard Bibliographic Descriptions, and the ISO standardfor ab-
breuiations, are eualuated in the light oJ Uniaersal Bibliographic Control. This ar-
ticle has been written with the communication problems (cultural, linguistic, etc.)
of the heterogeneow UBC public in mind. The author emphasizes the importance
and possibilities of authorityfiles as search keys to bibliographic descriptions and
suggests that uniaersal unifurm headings be replaced by international standard con-
trolforms. With regard to bibliographic descriptions, the multipurpose use oJ (au-
to mat i c a I 12 ) tran s lata b le de s c r ip tia e inJo rmatio n i s pro p o s e d.

Du*r*" THE LAST TwENTy vEARS, many efforts have been made by
international organizations like UNESCO, the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA), and the Interna-
tional Standards Organization (ISO) to promote collaboration among
libraries all over the world, the magic target being Universal Biblio-
graphic Control (UBC). These efforts have already led to a great many
international recommendations and standards: for a unique numbering
of monographs and serials, for entries for bibliographic descriptions, for
the description of different types of publications, the abbreviations to be
used, the transliteration of nonroman alphabets, the structure of
machine-readable records, for an international exchange format, and so
o n . 1

All of these standards have been created to facilitate international
communication of bibliographic information by improving its inter-
changeability. Their makers have been quite rightly aware of the fact
that interchangeability depends on certain rigid conditions, e.g., that
machine-readable descriptions should at least be compatible as far as in-
tellectual content, character set, format, and coding are concerned.

Frans Heymans is chief librarian, Openbare Stadsbibliotheek, Ghent, Belgium. Manu-
script received April 1979; accepted March 1980.

Bqbelogrophic
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, The technique of communicating information among ribraries will
become a more and more importarit aspect of librariani' work. How-
ever, this communication cannot be a final purpose in itself. It is-
together with all internal techniques -just a chinnbl, the technical skele-
ton of one particular way of human communication. Its aim is to make
rntormation l-rndable for the user who is unaware of anv standard or in-
ternational agreement among librarians or information'specialists.

communication theorists have alread,y been in ug...-.nt for a rong
tlme. on 1.h9 point that human communication depeids on certain stanl
dards. This compatibility -is of a different kind fiom that required for
machines. It is determined by subjective, l inguistic, and cultural back-
grounds 

ry^hi:h we, librarians or informatioi specialists, cannot deny
without offering a less effective service to the usei.

, Traditionally, bibliographic descriprions (even those of national l i-
braries) as well as catalogu-es were built up actording to the characteris-
tlcs and requrrements ol more or less homogeneous groups of users. The

;eographic or cultural area.
rternational collaboration has been
.ional libraries got a suddenly ex-
ne could say that these libraries are
a goal that cannot be accomplished
code. That is the reason so much at-

lqll!"" 
has been paid in the last two decades to the problem of making

btbltographic messages internationally exchangeable-and interpretablel
It is the intent of this article to examine u nuirber of international rec-

ommendations and standards known as the backbone of the actual uBC
movement to find out

1. to what extent these agreements have already led to more uniform-
^ l,y and, consequently, to more compatible codes;
2. how human-usable "exchangeable" bibliographic information is;
3. which alternative solutions would produc6 mbre human-usable in-

formation.
This article has been written from the users'point of view. It is based on
the simple idea that any information offered to the library patron should
be understandable or interpretable with a minimum u*u..r.r, of ,,daily"
normal human communicition standards.

THE PARIS PRINCIPLES

Let us start with an agreement that can be seen as the beginning of the
actualtjBC movement.

In 1961 IFLA organised in Paris the long-prepared International
conference on catalSguing Principles (ICCp)ldt triir ."..ti"g;n. ea.l,
Principles (PP) for the choice and thi form'of headings w&e agreed- 

,ference was "to mak'e an attempt to
:eptability and interchangeability of
rhies made in different countries.
hat is to ensure speed and certainty

tries.,,3 
ogues produced in different coun-
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AurHoR"MAIN" ENTRY VERSUS TrrI,s ENrRv

Many traditional cataloguing rules are based on the assumption that

the author's name is the bJst-kiown search key for the vast rnajority of

books described. The simple fact that in 1961 IFLA directed its efforts to

ift. utptruU.tical catalogue cal be seen as a confirmation of this state-

;;;Tiiilst-paris.ui., confirm the importance of the author as.a pri-

-ury r...ih element. Even more importantly, the PP have strengthened

arrd i"iderr.d this tendency: in ma.ty-.r-,les the corporate body main entry

did appear where it was not provided before'
Doe's this all square with the users'expectations or needs? Many user

studies seem to confirm the correctness of the PP' Montaguea qnd T,ag-

liacozzos in the USA, Maltby and Sweeny6 in the u.K.-and HollerT in

C.r-u.ry all found a high incidence of 
-searching 

under^an authols

name. Iio*.,r.., inquiries evaluating the correctness of a patron's

search information ihow less encouraging results' According to

iigli"r";q8 Seymour,e Ayres,lo and Dubester,l l  the chance that a

"*?*r"fa 
upp.Jrch the catllogue wi,th perfect or nearly perfect infor-

-uti"" ir -n'.ir trigh.r in the caJe of titles ihan in the case of personal au-

thors or corporate bodies.
It is hazardous to draw far-reaching conclusions from statistics based

on inquiries with different questioni and made in different circum-

stances. Nevertheless, the teniency shown is striking: a reader's most ef-

ficient "main entry" approach seems not to be the same as the one propa-

gated by the Paris PrinciPles.
Even if some surveys seem to

searches, one can ask with MaltbY a
to the fact that many libraries omit
that many catalogue users lack conl
reason.'12 One cannot denY that mal
chosen as a main entry.

Determining,,authorship" is a very difficult enterprise., certainly. when

..;p;;;; b;d€, a.e involved. Casei of multiplediffused authorship also

pori serio.ts problems. Selecting a uniform heading for an author
I1.n;*;; f b"t t l" whom?) under mJre than one name or form of a name is

^.r oUrtr.\.- certainlv oti the international level, but this is an argument I

wil l develop later.
Some two-thirds of every set of cataloguing rules are dedica^ted to very

complex and very learned solutions for ihe choice and form of headings.

This simple statement might already suggest that.the author's name is

perhaps ioo complicated ti be a sane "mlin" search key in the hands of

isers,-who are ignoranl. of the exist
M. N. Hamdy was right with his i
much more objective and simPler a
graphic control has not been inven
also as something that is to serve tht
pay more attent[n to the title unit entry, not only in catalogues but in

ih. i.rde*.. of national bibliographies as well.
Fortunately, automated r6trieval systems can solve many of these

probl.rrr., sirice .ty element, the title, any author's name' or other kind
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of heading becomes a search key. shouldn't the Paris Principles be re-
vised, taking into account these new facilities?

UNTVNN.SEI OR NATIONAL UNIFORM HEADINGS

.The Principle._ Perhaps the most striking Paris Principle is the one of
collocation by the use of uniform headings-. According to the ICCp,

name are at hand? And what are "accepted authorities"?
For personal names, "another name or form of name should be taken
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formity with the ICCP is shown. Studies by V^eronale and

national MARC Network Study Steering Committee2o
proven that uniformity of national cataloguing rules for

oroblem headines is a fiction.

for the Inter-
have clearly
most of the

self: a given prefix is inverted for all names or it is not inverted at all. As

far as tiis rnihor knows, not one of them applies a Paris Principles-like

rule, which requires thai a person's nationaliiy be known in order to frnd

the name directly.

INTERNATIONAL STEUOENU CONINOT, FORM

On close inspection, a clear distinction should be made between the

ICCP intentions and its concrete realizations as of the present. In fact

the intention is that each national bibliographic agency should collect in-

formation about all of its national authors-and titles and make it avail-

able to other countries. The hypothetical sum of all these activities would

be a tremendous exchange of-authority file information and, if every-

body were prepared to use the headings created elsewhere, real interna-

English user to look for Hikayt Baltan Budem.an instead of the Tales of the

Wiie Parrot? To oblige a Ger"man ieader to search for "Felipe II, Rey de

Espafra," instead of ?hitipp II, Konig von Spanien"? And should we re-
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quirements of national and local users are different from those for inter-

_ Thinking out this thesis, one could very well imagine a revision of the
Paris Principles to get rid of their disadvantages:

1. One could accept that library catalogues and national bibliogra-
phies are in the first place made for the benefit of the local oith.
national public. The choice and the form of a uniform heading_ if

^ 1ny- should always be based on the needs of this public.
2. For national names and titles an International standard control

AUTHORITYFILES

The definition of a universal authority file format is now being propa-
gated. The Library of congress and tLe National Library of 

"Canida
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have already elaborated their own format. The INTERMARC Group

(of Western European, mainly national libraries) came to the first inter-

national realizarionin this area.
The LC and Canadian formats have been constructed to fulfill the re-

rloguing situations. The LC format

: remaiirder of the authority file de-

It choice, i.e., a uniform heading is

r.er names or variant forms of that

;?:'f fl :'1fr t3::[:"fru'i'Xi
lows that if the receiving library wants to use another name or form of a

,r.rn. u, uniform heaiing, tire authority file description has to be

adapted in many details.
The Canadian format Provides th'

headings in two languages, but he1
dered b"y the structuie of the file' Th
this restriction in an international

lences dans d'autres langues que le francais et I 'anglais'"22

This was in facr the rftrt i" i point of the INTERMARC authority f i le

format that has been built uP bY a g
cataloguing rules and working in lir
Dutch, English, French, German,
formation ii not influenced bY the <
and only a strict minimum of adaPt
to another uniform heading.

What is needed for the frrrtpo.. of UBC is an authority file format in

which:
o the International Standard Control Form is unambiguously identi-

fied as such;
o other uniform headings and reference forms can be added by. the

g".e..ti.g or by the rEceiving library without reframing the whole

content;
. 

".r.ry 
heading and every reference form is identified as to the type

of name (i.e., real name' PSe
name, later name, etc.), its I
used, etc. Instead of framing tl
on the basis of a chosen "main
indicate the form most frequer

o all name elements, prefrxes i
make automatic recognition and manipulation possible;.

o elements to be used tB distinguish homonyms are given in a special

subfield, in the vernacular fo"rm at least with a translation into En-

glish or French.
The 6asic idea is that an exchanged authority frle description should be
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TnnISBD-Tnern
The essential characteristics of the international standard biblio-

ISBD PUNTcTUATIoN:AN
INTERPRETATIoN AID oR A CoNFUSING TooL?
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betzky's assertion that the ISBD punctuation is confusing to the user, -in
other words, that it is a hindrance, obstructing good interpretation of the
description itself.2a

No user studies have been made to demonstrate either the positive or
the negative effects in this respect. The point is to f,rnd out if ISBD punc-
tuation is more instructive or less clear than the traditional way of punc-
tuating. It would be an illusion to suppose that traditional descriptions
are completely clear to library users. Aher's Simple Libraryt Cataloging cites a

a message, hidden in those often generously strewn odd points, spaces,
dashes, spaces, colons, semicolons, and so on. With this I do not con-
demn the use of ISBD. On the one hand, its introduction has already led
to more uniformity in cataloguing and, on the other hand, it makes the
exchange of information easier. These are important points to be taken
into account when evaluating ISBD.

ISO-832, OR THE ABBREVIATION PINNACLE

One of the first user studies made in America tried to find out whether

cards.
Akers' study was an inquiry with users of an English language cata-

logue. One could wonder ibout the results if a similar inquiry were to be
-id. i.r a multilingual context and took into account the recommended
use of ISO 832 witL its more than seven hundred abbreviations in only
sixteen languages! A look into Examples of ISBD(M) Usage in-European
Languages ci.t gi re an idea of what would be brought together, for exam-
ple, in the collation area:27

o German descriptions:
159 S.  :  I l l . ,  graph.  Darst . ,  Kt .

o French descriptions:

[4] -51 f.-3 f. de pl. multigr.
328 p. : couv. i l l . en coul.
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Woyld it be an exaggeration to say rhat a gain in time and space (?) real-
ized by the use of abbreviations will often turn out to be detrimintal to
the interpretation of records, certainly "across language barriers',? What
about abbreviation barriers?

THE LANGUAGE oF THE DESCRIPTION

According to the ISBD(G), the general material designation, the
statement of function of the publisher, distributor, etc., ai well as the
physical description area, and the notes and information added to the

At an IFLA preconference seminar on the use of machine-readable

of affairs, namely the almost exclusive availability of English language
desc;iptions. would the general feeling have been the saine with"moie
experience in the use, of descriptions cbming from many different lin-
guistic sources? Isn't that what UBC is abouti

The extent to which this translation could be done automatically was
explored. The use of what was called "a-lingual" bibliographic informa-
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tion was investigated . A-lingual simply mgans in codzdform' In the colla-

tion area lbr monogrupni. iuUti.atiohs,.for instance' most-oi the infor-

mation can be e.ttei.i-i.t .6d.d form: "v" for "volumeti' l'P".{91"p?.99t"'
;#;io.,"urious paginatio.r.," etc,., and in a second subfield, "i" for "illus-

trutions,"..g" fo.',,giufhr," etc. These letters can be translated automati-

cally into aiy language. A collation entered as:

1 1 2 p , 3 8 1 :  c g m ; 2 1 c m

can be translated automatically to:

112 p., 38leaves : colouredil lustrations, graphs, maps ; 21 cm

or:

l|2blz., 38 bladen : gekleurde ill. ' grafreken' kaarten, 21 cm

or:

112 S., 38 Blitter : Farbenil lustrationen, graph' Darstell ' '

Landkarte ; 21 cm

or into any other language'-- 
liitrr"grt this Belg"ian"project has not yet been put into practice' some

observations can be made now:- - 
i. 1.n. most impoii.r,t go.l was to introduce as much "a-lingual",in-

formation as^possible] which could be automatically translated to

permit printout in the language of the user'

2. h sub.idiary aim was to ivoii double entry of.the same informa-

tion, once in the frxed freld and once in the vartable lleld, or' once

in coded form and once verbally, or, once in Dutch and once in

French.
3. Formats l ike LC MARC, INTERMARC, UNIMAIq' and oth-

e r s c o n t a i n m u c h i n f o r m a t i o n i n f i x e d | r e l d s t h a t i s i n f a c t . . a -
linguali'information as we intend it' To cite ong elaglple' the field

foJthe g..t.rui material designation in UNIMARC provides for

the mention of "microfilm," 
Ymicrofiche," "micro-opaque"' "large

could be quoted show that much rnlormatlon can be grven rrr a-

irg,rul" r-,,' u"a trunslated by machine. Therefore, bibliographic

deiriptions prepared for inteinat.ional exchange should contain as

much coded infl.-urio.t as possible; verbal ripetit ion should be

avoided *he.e,r.. possible belause it will hinderbutomatic transla-

tron.
+. i" 

"ppfying 
this technique, one is hound,,on the- one hand' to-l imi-

i.tiori, i.r ih. 
""-U.. 

of siandard formulas and, consequently, in

the diversity oithe descriptive information added' On the other

hand, some'types of information can hardly be given in coded form

U...r-,t. of thei. inconstancy - accompanying material and notes'
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in
The Automotion of Technicql
Services Venezuelq's
Notionol tibrqry:
Aspects of q Tronsfer
of Librqry Technology
Thomos P. McGinn

This article deak with the organization oJan acquisitions projectJor the Venezue-
lan National Librarlt and its dzaelopment into a means oJ automating its catalog-
ing operations. The Venezuela Project, carried out at Northwestern Uniaersitlt

from 1976 to 1979, and its impact on Venezuela's technical seraices are described.
Obseraations are made about the potential oJ the new systemfor setting up a na-
tional bibliographic and inJormation netuork andfor soluing somz of the problems
hindering the use oJ centralized cataloging in Latin American libraries.

B"o,r",rsr 1980 the Instituto Aut6nomo Biblioteca Nacional had au-
tomated its monograph cataloging through the use of Northwestern
IJniversity's NOTIS-3 (Northwestern On-Line Total Integrated Sys-
tem). Nine months after the system was operational in Venezuela, all
new material was entering the database and the retrospective catalog
also was being input. By March 1981 all elements of serials cataloging
had been automated. In September the national bibliography was
printed from the database for the first time. At the same time the auto-
mation of authorit ies control and certain acquisit ion operations were ini-
t iated.

tempted in Venezuela; secondly, to Northwestern's support in training
Venezuelan personnel and its continuing consultancy relationship; and
thirdly, to the versatility of NOTIS-3.

Thomas P. McGinn is the permanent consultant to the Instituto Aut6nomo Biblioteca
Nacional y de Servicios de ilibliotecas Venezuela. Manuscript received April 1981 and
accepted for publication May 1981.
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THE VENEZUELA PROJECT AT
NONTTTWNSTERN UNIVERSITY

In 1976 the Biblioteca Nacional undertook a major acquisitions proj-
ect. It was known that the library Iacked a substantial number of Vene-
zuelln imprints since the legal deposit law, which requires all editors to
send three copies of each publication to the national library, dates from
1942 only and was little observed during the dictatorship from 1948 to
1957. Checks of foreign library catalogs showed that a large number of
these publications were in U. S. libraries. On the recommendation of a
group of Venezuelan scholars and Virginia Betancourt, director of the
Biblioteca Nacional, the Venezuelan government set up the Fundaci6n
para el Rescate del Acervo Documental Venezolano (FUNRES). Its
function was to identify and acquire copies of the items of the national
bibliography not held in the national libiary.

Clearly no single library possessed all the Venezuelan material re-
quired by the project. But whatever site in the U. S. was chosen, it would
be- necessary for the research team to travel in order to check unpub-
lished library catalogs.

The,planning board decided very early that the project should imple-
ment the most advanced methods in automated proc-essing. So the ac-
quisitions effort was soon seen also as the firrst phise of the ireation of a
computer-accessed database of Venezuelan records. On completion of
the project in the United States, the rest of the national bibliography
would be input in Venezuela. Hence Project Venezuela very early-be-
came a program for the automation of technical services in the national
library.

The location of the project, therefore, was determined less by the
holdings of a given U. S. library than by its capacity and experience in
the automated processing of bibliographic dati. It was preferable also
that the project be carried out in alibiary that controlled its own pro-
grams, so that its computer experts could develop the system for aniici-
pated special needs ofthe project. For these reasons the foundation con-
tracted in 1976 with Northwestern Universitv. whose NOTIS-3 met
these requi rements.

. The project team was headed by specialists in Venezuelan bibliogra-
phy. Northwestern's computer engineers and the library's systems ana-
lyst advised on various aspects of organizing the data file. Henriette
Avram of the Library of Congress was also an important consultant.

THE MONOGRAPH AND SERIALS FILE

The Acquisitions Aspect. Over a period of two and one-half years, 41,595
monograph and serial titles were identified by the project. The North-
western group entered these with Library of Congress cataloging when
available and formatted them in MARC II. Since many of t[e records
reflected pre-AACR1 cataloging norms, it was not possible to construct
a file usable without modif,rcation for copy cataloging in Venezuela.
However, the original acquisitions goal of identifying and locating the
material was completely fulfilled. The holdings record for each title con-
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tion has been a great t ime-saver.
in. translatiEn program can have an even greater imlSlinj+Jspanic

America because iifu.l l i tut.s the almost immediate use of MARC tapes'
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THEJOURNAL ARTICLE FILE

venezuelan bibliographers who visited the project were fascinated
uy th.. ease of information recovery and the possibiliiy of having bibliog-
raphies printed from the database'. Since inierest in ihe *orks"of an arl-

THE AUToMATIoN oF TncrrNrcer, SERvIcEs
IN THE BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL

CATALOGING FoR THE BIBLIOTECA NACIONAL
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ous computer malfunctions from
new records were entered.

to June, approximatelY 13,500

the work line.

PROCESSING FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES

As in some other Latin American countries, Venezuela's national li-

brary institute administers public libraries in the nation. In 1978 the cat-

aloging divisions of the Bi6lioteca Nacional and the Caracas public li-

bra"rieJ were merged to pool cataloging expertise, equipment, and

reference materiali. Thus^ automatioi cime to the public libraries of

ized cataloging function.

THE NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

national bibliography within a few years.
The issue .o".ttii.ri.rg Venezuelan imprints cataloged during 1980 is
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FORMING A NerToNeI NnrwoRr

NOTIS-3 permits the creation of separate files for each institution
wishing to use the database. Several Venezuelan libraries have re-
quested incorporation into the system. During 1981 the library of the
Universidad Central de Venezuela and the ljniversidad del Zulia are
scheduled to enter. Meanwhile the Biblioteca Nacional is automating its
authorities control to assure the formation of an effircient network. A
central office of bibliographic control will monitor the forms of name and
subject headings to assure uniformity of access points and avoid the un-
witting duplication of records. Since the most important research li-
braries of the country are funded by the government, there are no prob-
lems of commercialization and competition in the information market.

TOTAT IvpT,nunNTATIoN AND DEVELOPMENT
OF NOTIS-3 IN VENEZUELA

NOTIS-3's capacities have not yet been fully utilized in Venezuela,
but there have been developments in the system to accommodate the
needs of a national library.

Though the acquisitions programs are operational, special problems
of acquisitions in a developing country have delayed the implementation
of the ordering process as such. Nevertheless, Venezuelan titles identi-
fied by the library's bibliographers are entered into the database as de-
siderata. The acquisitions division at present enters partial data for all
material received, but with full automation this operation will be as-
signed to a special unit that will do bibliographic searches for all items ac-
tively sought by the library and will enter the provisional records in the
database.

Serials check-in is part of the acquisitions module of NOTIS-3. It can-
not be implemented efficiently until a large number of the library's seri-
als have been entered. Since serials cataloging is done in a different area
of Caracas, setting up terminals and training personnel had to be done
on a separate basis. The cataloging process as such was operational in
March 1981. When a sizable number of serial titles with retrospective
holdings has been entered, the process of checking in new numbers will
be automated.
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LUIS library user program. Venezuela's
moment.

are different at the

EXTENDING THE DATABASE HORIZONTALLY

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

The development of information retrieval 1e1vi-ce^s r-eqqtlgl an effort

that goes beyond the present capacities of NoTIS-3. In 1981 the Bib-

liotec"a Nacional will be able to db online retrieval of all keywords in the

sultants in order to develop both systems.
The database at the Bi6lioteca"Nacional will be e nriched later by in-

cluding the keywords of abstracts ofjournal articles and the tables of con-

tents olmonographs. Several .er...ch projects are under way on this as-

pect with the Jbjective of establishing analional documentation service.

RrrnnnNcr

1. See Karen L. Horny, "NOTIS-3 (Northwestern on-Line Total Integlated sll.93),
Technical Services Appli cartons,-'Library Resources €d Technical Seruices 22:361-67 -(Fall
l97B) and Elizaberh'f  i  Furlong, "A Ca'se Study in Automated Acqqisit ions: North-

*.ri..n Un;".rsiry I ibrary." Jiurnat oJ Libraryt Automntion 13:222-40 1Dec. 1980). The

latter gives a fairly compleie stt of refere nces on NOTIS-3 '
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The History
ond lmpoct of ISBD

Morybeth Milcetich

This paper traces the needJor and deaelopmznt of the ISBD program. The current
status of the dilferent ISBDs is reuieued. The paper also brieJly points out the earlt
criticisms of ISBD, itsfinal acceptance, and the many bmeJits it has brought.

T
INTERNATIONAL standard bibliographic description (ISBD) was cre-
ated to fill the need for more standardization and greater uniformity in
descriptive cataloging. Its origin can be traced to the 1961 International
Conference on Cataloguing Principles and to the Paris Principles, which
established agreement on entry and choice of heading. Aftei this meet-
ing there was increased uniformity among national citaloging practices
because many countries rewrote their cataloging codes to conform to
these principles.

In 1964 the Committee on Cataloguing of the International Federa-
tion of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) decided that an an-
notated version of the Pa.ris Principles would be useful because of some
inconsistencies and different interpretations in its usage. Several other
events at about that time also had an influence on the development of
ISBD by creating more awareness of the potential benefits of greater
standardization.

The Library of Congress was starting its shared cataloging program.
The cataloging of the foreign materials acquired through-the program,
done by the national bibliographic agenclin rhe couniry of iis oiigin,
was accepted by the Library of Congress even though there were differ-
ences in the cataloging practices. This program showed the potential
benefits of standardiz6d descriptive catalo{ing in facilitating the ex-
change of bibliographic informalion. Also ai this time at the Library of
Congress, format recognition programs for creating machine-readable
records were being developed. Standardization of bibliographic records
would help make it easier to convert to machine-readable foim.

In 1966-67, under a UNESCO contract and on behalf of IFLA, Mi-
chael Gorman conducted a study, the results of which are presented in

Marybeth Milcetich, a recent graduate of the Catholic University of America Graduate
Department of Library and Information Science, wishes to thank Henriette Avram and
Dorothy Anderson for reviewing this paper. Manuscript receivedJuly 1980; accepted
October 1980 and later updated.
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"Biblioeraphical Data in National Bibliography Entries: A Report on

#;;;;i"".'A;;il;ils;'Ate*a-1i"eaflr"ed'esiriptivecu,tuto-silsi".tlle
;,;i;r' from eight"rulior,rt bibliographies and ioncluded that while

;h;;;;.r; similirities, there were isoitill many differences in the cata-

rding from the Council on l-ibrary
the fnternational Meeting of Cata-
ittee was set up to annotate the Paris
; discussed with the idea that there
ic descriPtion. It was

wards creating a system for the interna-
'h the standarl bibliographical descrip-
rblished and distribuied by a national
rblication. . ' 'The effectiveness ofthis
n standardization ofthe form and con-

A working group under the chairmanship of A'J.' Wells waseT{litl*
to write ieiommendations for a standard bibliographlc desc.ptron.

(The term international was prefixed at a later time')'The d.rafts were

Irii.f" .ir."i;;;Ji;;";;Jttts. ,q.t an IFLA General Council Meeting

ili;.6;il" igir, the final version of the "International Draft Stan-

;;.d- B ifli"graphic Description] w1s^ pre sented' The recommendations

were publisfiedin O.."-f.,r lg7 1.3 Cbpies were circulated to more than

;.;#;;;,ilJ UiUrirgr"pni. ug.r.i.i. The United. Kingdom and the

it;e; ; Jl it.p"Uii. .tC.i*i"y i m"mediate Iy agreed. to i mple me nt the rec-

o,,'rrr.ndutions in tg12, wttiie France put t[em into practice in 1973'

it"t 
"..ty 

adoption influenced others to view ISBD seriously'- 
4. ifr. Li"erpool tnie C..r.ral Council-Meetingit was suggested that

u.riSBO for serials (ISBD(S)) also would be worth developing' F"Y-
ever, progress was d;y;ier-way internationally in the area of seri-

ul, .ontroj. It has bee n biieved that if the ISBD(S) had been develoPed

.urri.r, it might have been accepted by the International serials Data

System as thJbasis for serial descl'Ption.a*'e 
rtr..li"g for th. revision of IS|D was held in Grenoble in 1973 be-

.u"r.-"irtrri. probl.-, .rrcountered in its use and the need for further

clarification. The purPose of the n
provisions of ISBD so that the diffe
iies would not become standard 1
biblioeraphies. It was also recogniz
to -oiogtuphs. The first definitive
197+.5 At this time, the working
ISBD(S) were published. IFLA wa
of ISBD(M) to-begin work on ISBI

Present at a meeting in Paris
IFLA's various ISBD working grot
mittee for Revision of AACR. A d
iuLtirft-.trt of u g.".J descriptive framework to control the d_evefqB-

ment of all ISBDs. Bas.d on tiris general framework called ISBD(G)'
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other ISBDs for all other forms of bibliographic material would be devel-
oped, thus harmonizing_{re_ISBD progra-. In March 1976 the working
group agreed on- the ISBD(G) text and in August it was presented to a;
open session of the IFLA Committee on Cataloguing in tausanne.
- S!n9e then many more ISBDs have been develdped.6 They include

the following:
1. ISBD(M);fo. monographs. In l97B it was revised taking into ac-

count the framework of ISBD(G)
?. IqPP(q)- for serials. In 1977 the final text was published.
q IIPP(qV)-fot cartographic materials. It was published in 1977.
4 Iqp-D(NBM)-for nonbobk material. It also was published in

1977 .
5. ISBD(PM)-for printed music. The publicarion was completed in

1980.
6. ISBD(A)-for antiquarian materials. The text of recommenda-

tions was published in 1980.
Z IqqP(G)- for a general framework. It was published in t977 .
B. IsBD(CP);lo1_gqrnonent oarts. This standard was formerly

known as the ISBD for Analyfics. To be submitted for approval in
tgg2.7

The first part of IFLA's ISBD program was completed in 1978. Now a
procedure has been established to honitor developments in the library
field related to the ISBDs. The texts published ii tgll-la will be re'-
viewed in the next two years. In prepaiation for the reviews, the Stand-
i-ng committee of IFLA's sectiorronCataloguing has agreed to a general
framework for the review process. An ISBD F,evied commitiee has
been established and met in August 1981.8 All ISBDs are to be estab-
lished fo.r five years whereupon they may be revised. IFLA's ISBD pro-
gram will continue to evolve as necessury to face new challeng.r ut d dr-

td.
'hat ISBD is and its impact is in or-

f :f.TH:J:'*:';'i;,irruHf"ii;
ilso further the communication oi

bibliographic data by allowing bibliographic records from different
sources to be interchangeable, by making the conversion of biblio-
gTapqr_c data into machine-readable form eaiier, and by facilitating easy
identification of the bibliographic data within the record regardlesiof its
language.e

The three main characteristics of ISBD are as follows: (1) its compre-
hensiveness;-(2) its fixed order of data elements; and (3) iis use of punc-
tuation as delimiters or dividers between the differenibibtiog.aphic ele-
ments. Each ISBD is designed to include all the n.c.ssu.ryldentifying
descriptive.information about a publication rhat may be required roiaifl
ferent bihliographic activities. Each national bibliographic agency is
supposed to supply a complete ISBD. However, individual libra-ries and
institu.tions may select only those elements of ISBD that they wish to use
in their bibliographic records. ISBD has distinctive punituation that
separates the various data elements within the bibliographic record. The
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2. edition area;
3. material (or type of publication) specifrc area;
4. publication, distribution, etc' ,atea;
5. physical description area;
6. series area;
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Finally, ISBD has helped to bring us a step closer to the realization of
IT_L4'r program of lJniversal Bibliographic Control (UBC). In fact, the
ISBD program is now administered by IFLA's International Offrce for
UBC. One condition to be achieved in order to realize UBC is to have
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Some Thoughts on the Dewey
Decimo I Clqssificqtion
Ron linden

Wu cAN SAY that the Dewey decimal classification is so embedded in
our way of life in librarianship in the U.K. that we might describe it as
part of ourcultural heritage from across the Atlantic. It is used in most of
our libraries. Many of us were first introduced to it possibly as
schoolchildren-indeed, many of us will not remember when we were
first introduced to Dewey, uny -or. than we can remember first learn-
ing to read. It is fair to say that, as an institution, the Dewey decimal
classification has been, and continues to be, of enormous benefit to, and
a great influence on, librarianship here in Britian.

I suggest that there are three aspects to the classification so far as the
user is concerned:

I. The bedrock Deuelt, i.e., the decimal structure: the one hundred di-
visions; the standard subdivisions; the number building facilities;
the relative index.
The bedrock Dewey ensures a single community of users.

2. The optional Dewel, i.e., those parts of, and placings in, Dewey that
we choose to use, and those we choose to leave. We don't accept
every new edition in toto necessarily; we may simply "build onto"
an earlier edition that we regard as basic (remember how long DC
l4lasted). We don't have to use the number building routines; we
don't have to use the standard subdivisions. And where genuine
options are offered by the scheme itself, we may plump for one and
stay with it.
The optional Dewey means that there is an enlargement of the cir-
cle in terms of Dewev usership.

3. The deueloping Deutel. The "bedrock" Dewey ensures that all users
"pull together"; the "optional" Dewey brings a degree of variation
(as reflected, for instance, in the segmented numbers used by the
British National Bibliographl. With the "developing" Dewey the gap,
or divergence, becomes wider, and it is here that the problems
start. We all know that Dewey cannot stand still: but it should not
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introduce change prematurely. The Dewey classification is a mon-

ument to the ba"siiconflict in a-ll classification: the need for stability
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phoenixes.- 
1. There is a comparative lack of definition, and an uneasy relation-

ship (it would seem) between 305 Social stratification and 306 Cul-
ture and institutions.

2. The lack of breakdown under individual numbers (apparently de-
liberate) simply acts as a barrier to use. Scope notes and examples
are essential.

3. There is a lack of provision for certain topics that are bound to be
recurrent in the literature, e.g., Strikes (Social effects, etc')
(306. 3 ?) ; Literacy (302.22?) ; Leisure (306. 4? )

4. While topics such as those above are prevalent in the literature,
others actually included in the schedules are less likely to be so.

5. There is a consequential impact on class 360 Social problems and
services.

It can be said that since class 300-307 is a "soft" area rather than a
"hard" area like class 540, explanatory notes and guidelines are the more
essential-even in a deliberately "sparse" phoenix schedule. The same

arise.
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local system grappling with its EMMA (Extra-MARC Material, i-e.,
material not covered by available MARC'records) and perhaps with ex-
tensive reclassification.

inDC 19).
3. Episolic thongtt,laqe-lY, those changes that are made, so far as the

user rs concerned, without apparentiound reason (e.g., 002 in DC

lowing steps may be needed as part of the routine of change:
1. Preparing a timetable for the phasing of the reclassification.
2. Identifying the stock affected.
3. Assigning staff.
4. Aligning decisions with British Library decisions.
5. Amending all records.
6. Locatinginaterials to be reclassified-sometimes a special prob-

the "my books" syndrome evinced by lecturing or teaching staff, who
may storm in demanding to know what the classifier has done with umy

books."
The twentieth edition of Dewe2 (and we can assume there will be a

twentieth edition) may well includi the proposed revision of class 780
that has been undertaken by Russell Sweeney and his project team, and
also a revised life sciences schedule being presently undertaken by staff
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at Preston Polytechnic. Two British polytechnics, namely, Leeds and
Preston, have already become involved in active revision-and we can
note in passing that polytechnics with their links with industry and the
professions are particularly suitable as agents for the revision process.
Thus, in any future editions of Dewey, I think we would like to see (inter
alia):

1. Still more active British involvement (and with more attention
given to terminology current in Britain).

2. Consideration of the idea of longer intervals between the revisions
of the "basic" editions, with pilot phoenix schedules, published per-
haps as fascicules or separates in the first instance (on the Sweeney
model).

3. More attention to definitions and scope notes, especially in pilot
phoenix schedules.

4. A much improved index, as the present system of indents and
qualifiers can be very confusing, and the language remains "sched-
ule language" rather than the language of "sought terms."

In conclusion, a certain danger is evident that I can only describe as
fragmentation. It stems from the third aspect of Dewey that was mentioned
earlier. Consider what we have at the moment in respect of the Dewey
phoenix schedule for 301-307:

1. A nineteenth-edition phoenix schedule for class 301-307
2. A proposed re-draft of class 301-307 (to be published eventually in

DCA?).
3. A manual (whose explanatory notes could be used as a cloak for

still further revision).
4. The interpretation of schedules by the British Library and other

bibliographic agencies, both as in DC 19 and as given in DC9.
5. What the individual local system makes of all this for its EMMA

material.
The consequences could be far from what is presumably our aim in

this worldwide scheme: a degree of standardisation. Personally, I would
urge that there be a single current edition of DC at longer intervals (ex-
cluding abridged versions), together with a controlled programme of offi-
cially sponsored pilot phoenix schedules for prioritlt disciplinaryt reaisiow-
the whole operation to be planned in full consultation with the Library
Association Dewey Decimal Subcommittee (and, of course, other na-
tional committees), and announced well ahead to those most likely to
find themselves eventually at the end of the production line.

Rr,rEnnNcns
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Exf roterreslriqls in the
Dewey Decimol System;
or, A Study of rhe Dewey Decimol
Clossificotion os Pertoins to fhe
Contoct of Homo sopiens with
Extroterresf riol Senfient Life

tibby Jones

Wrt" THE scIENTIFIc coMMUNITy conceding the probability of
non-Earth life forms. and the increase in science fiction literature
spewed forth by those who have long believed WE ARE NOT ALONE,
it occurs to me to wonder: Are we librarians ready for aliens?

This is not a discussion of personal readiness. I, for one, have no in-
tention of meeting up with any bugeyed monsters, regardless of the nee d
for good intergalactic relations. It is just possible, of course, that they
won't be bugeyed at all; they might resemble human beings. Take, for
instance, Mr. Spock, the famous Vulcan created by Gene Roddenberry
for the televsion series "Star Trek." Outside of Spock's pale green appear-
ance, slanted eyebrows, and pointed ears, he looks human. Not only
that, he is considered to be a librarian as well as science officer on board
the starship U.S.S. Enterprise. The fact that he is totally unemotional and
functions purely by logic is considered a sign of his nonhumanness. Ac-
tually it means Mr. Roddenberry never met any library administrators,
but that is beside the point.

Whatever forms aliens take when we meet them, we will have access to
a whole raft of new information. They will probably have social customs.
Obviously they will have a history. They may have diseases and germs
we will have to know about and defend ourselves against. Most impor-
tant, they will have literature. No intelligent human race has ever not
had at least vocal literature, and I see no reason why this wouldn't apply
to nonhuman races as well.

The amount of material that will be generated by exposure to an alien

LibbyJones submitted this paper to the Z.R ZS Silver Anniversary Competition as a stu-
dent ai the Graduate Library School, University of Arizona, where she is at present con-

tinuing her studies. Although the paper was not selected as an award winner, the Dewey

decimil experts who have read it have enioved it so much that the editor decided to share
it with ZnZsreaders also.
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species will be enormous, as well as two-sided. on the one hand we will
have the human interpretations and studies, and on the other we will
have the aliens'literature and information in whatever form they store it.

What do we do with this influx of material? First of all. there would
have to be crash courses in a truly foreign language, unless the beings are
e.xclusively.telepath-ic, in which case it will be mindatory for every"large
library to have at least one nonhuman on the staff. (i have bien ii-
f91qed by reliable sources that such is already the casi, but I am sure
this is merely rumor.)

The next step would be to accommodate alien information. literarure.
what-have-you, in existing cataloging and classification schemes. Hav-
ing spent agonizing houri studying AACR2, I feel that it is complex
e.nou.g_h to handle anything, interstellar or not. That leaves us only with
classification.

Melvil D_ewfy, idosyncratic as he was, was rather a forward-looking
person, so I chose to examine his DDC to see if allowances had beei
made for interplanetary communication.

Now the DDC is divided into three main categories: the index, the ta-
bles, and the schedules. The index would seem to be a good jumping-off
point, although it is not nearly inclusive enough. I c-ompiied i list of
terms along with their classification numbers and systematicallv checked
them with the schedules. Extratenestrialwasmy keyword

The hrst place I looked in the schedules was 001.942, or UFOs. It
seemed logical to me to assume that some provision would have been
made for unidentified flying objects becoming identified. This was in-
correct. I strongly recommend that this numbei not be used for extrater-
restrial beings, or if it is, that no one ever tell them that they have been
lumped with curiosities, mysteries, delusions, and the Abominable
Snowman.

Nothing was given in the index for the 100s, but I went over that sec-
tion carefully to see if I could construct a number base of my own. All
sorts of intriguing ideas come to mind: will our visitors have psychologi-
gal problems created by domineering mothers? Will they have mother-s?
Do they have obscenity and how will we know? The trouble is, all the
nrlpbers so far assigned are strictly human oriented. Granted you could
add -099 from tablJl to almost anything, but that is not terribly specific,
as well as being subject to misinterpretation. If you chose to use the

ranslates as a comparison of human
rer organisms in a historical or geo-
:oncerning extraterrestrial worlds.
'ial worth his salt is going to object to
r. In the second place, -099 is far too

additionarnumbers.youcourd.,.f XT:$8?:#',?Br:1.*,iil1in'i^?J]ili
give you 156.09999, and then decide arbitrarily that there are one mil-
lion possible planetswith intelligent life ro account for. (This is actually a
low estimate according to carl-sagan, a noted jack-oi-all-trades scien-
tist.) Each of these worlds should have its own diitinctive number under
-99 in table 2. Using 659 +77 as the definitive number for our hypotheti-
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cal space voyager's origins, our final number would appear as

1s6.099996s9+77 .
This number is obviouslY too un

swer. Even table 7 , which covers ag
tics, occupation, and so on' does sc
ethnic, nalional background," or "pe
allied sciences." It would be difficult
thing with nine tentacles and no hea
movement has done so much to mi
"woman'that we could go one step turther and use -D(

";;;." We would thin have biinghole covers' chairbeings, and new

meaning to the phrase "well-being'"- 
f" tfrJ 200s the best, most nea-rly perfect number in ill of Dewe2_Yas

round. 215.2+ is a subdivision of science and religion, which itself is a

subdivision of Natural religion. 215.2+ is Life orrother worlds. It is a

i."rf"ffy controversial .r.-r*5.r, however,. by virtue of its subjec_t matter.

It ieats *itt, rhe antagonism and reconciliation of the scientific approach

*ilti tfr" religious apiroach to the idea of other life forms. The prospect

of a Christian from 
'u"otf,.r 

planet is distinctly 'nnerving, and would
probably cause a whole lot of antagonism and ltttle reconcrllatlon among

i"J n"i,fr J."lzens.2l5.24 shoui-d be a comfort to any aliens, though-

at least we anticipated their existence.- 
F.o.,ri.rg that c'ontroversy not onlyapplies to man's thoughts but also to

nir p.t*t-ti""s, a classification nrrmb.i nat b-een given.to lar,.r-and juris-

diction in extraterrestrial space, i.e., 341 .47.lti application includes

."l,ni"S U.yond Earth's at'mosphere. t do*t know how we would en-

forle a n"o-pirking zone on the moon, especially if the transgressor was at

all like Daith Vader, but I can see that order needs to be kept' even rn

Also to be found in the 300s is i
r say to this is, if they arrive here at
rrpedoes and laser gu.ns' we are out-
nve a chance to use this number'
After all, it is already crowded with

uld be room for one or two more' 499

i'il?ii'ftti.llTL'1f '*tlf"T"i:,1
but there isn't-a gip anywhere to slip

in an unearthly dialect.
Since the B00s are so closely linked with the 400s, I turned to them

next. I knew before I started that it was a lost cause, tho,ugh. If literature

ir Ji"ia"A Uv lungrru!., .td there is no language to divide by, there won't

be any literature number either.
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The sciences would seem to be chock-full of berths for our friendless

. The 600s offer Engineering for other worlds and space, 620.419. This
is a good, solid number but iJ only large enough for i few general items.
It was probably inspired by the idea ofltructuies being built in Earth or-
bit or on the moon.
- 629.+ is Space flight and spacecraft, but refers specifically to our own.
Since -099 has been eliminited as a viable addition. *. u.. boxed in
again.

-There are only two numbers of significance left. They are 709.0+079,
which is Space art, and 999, or Extriterrestrial worlds, which is again so
loose a number as to be unusable.

updated in some way is arguable. Adding the number 1000 after the
900s would seem to be the easiest way, but would make applying the ta-
bles more difficult, a highly objectionable result. Furthermore, Melvil
Dewey would object.

Pe1h1-ls using a letter of the alphabet at the beginning of each section,
e.g., MB00 for Martian lit., would solve the prbblem. It would, how-
ever, alter Dewey as a pure classification scheme, also undesirable.
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Revising the
Dewey Music Schedules:
Trqdition vs. lnnovotion

Robert H. Hossell

This article presents a statistical comparison oJ the music schzdules oJ.the Deuel
decimat ctasiiJication and the Library Associaiion'.s proposalfor a.to.tal .reuision of
these schedulis. The anal2sis is basid on the abilitlt of each classfication to serae
the needs oJ librar2 patrons using the shelf anangement to retneue scores Jor per-

methods.
The paper concludes with a discussion of whether or not the^Librar\ Associa-

tion\ pioposal is a proper uehiclefor a phoeiix trea.tment of_DDC 780 and som.e of
thr rohrrqrrnru oJ iniluding it ii to*tluturt tdition of DDC'

needs of performers seeking chamber music.2 The needs of performers

are the foius of this study beiause the primary purpose of a musical score

is for performance, and-because the use of a classification scheme to en-

Robert H. Hassell is a reference librarian, Northern Arizona University Library. This-
paper is based on the authols master's thesis, Graduate Library School, University of
Chi.ago. Manuscript received April 1981; accepted August 1981.
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hance access to the collection is most likely to be of interest to musicians
seeking music for performance.

The vehicle of this comparison is a random sample of 400 ensemble
music scores selected from the 1973-78 editions of the British Catalogue oJ
MtLsic (BCM)-.3 The scores in the sample have been arranged in the filing
order prescribed by each classification scheme, and that order is thei

DDC? (2) In what ways, and in what areas of chamber music, are there
significant differences between the proposed revision and the current
schedules? (3) What impacts on libraries are likely to result should the
proposed schedules be incorporated into some future edition of the Dew-
e1t Decima I C las s ific ation ?

Srr,ncrrou oF THE Seurpr,r
Itwas anticipated that the two classification schemes under study here

would produce significant variation in the classification of chamber-
music scores and in the resulting shelf arrangement of such scores. How-
ever, to verify this hypothesis and to quantify the significance of the dif-
terences observed, it was decided to base the study on a sample of 400
ensemble music scores drawn from the four 1975-7B annual vblumes of
the British catalogue of Music. By ensemble music is meant the musical
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rts .

Cor.lsrnucrroN oF THE
PERFORMANCE.ORIENTED ARRANGEMENT

particular performance medium should be kept together. Hence, in this
arrangement all music for soprano voice, for example, will be found in
one place, and not interfrled with other vocal or instrumental music.
Scores in which the performance medium is not designated are also filed
together in a sequence of their own.

Keeping music for a particular medium together is relatively simple,
but putting the resulting groups of scores in a particular order involves a
somewhat more difficult problem. Obviously, when a score specifies two
or more instruments, it is not possible to collocate that score with other
scores for each of the instruments specified. Accordingly, the principle
defined for such scores was to select one instrument or instrumental fam-
ily as the focus of that score and then to collocate that score with other
scores for that instrument or instrumental family. Focus has therefore
been defined so as to represent the performance medium of principal in-
terest. Focus must often be decided on a case-by-case basis, but certain
principles are evident.

First, music for a particular instrument, voice, or combination with
keyboard should be collocated directly with music for the same instru-
ment, voice, or combination without keyboard. Hence, music for violin
and piano follows immediately music for unaccompanied violin. Like-
wise, music for piano quartet (violin, viola, cello, piano) should follow
immediately music for string trio.

Second, music for an ensemble of one particular instrument, with or
without keyboard, should be collocated with music for that instrument,
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groups of scores being arranged in an order of increasing complexity.
These two principles, taken together, result in the folrowiig ge.re.al oi-
der:

rnstrument
instrument with keyboard
duets of the instrument
duets with keyboard
trios of the initrument
etc.

A. third principle is that arrangements should not be interfiled with
original music for an instrument or combination but should be filed as a
gloup immediately following original music for that instrument or com-
b.ination. -Hence, in a performance-oriented arrangement, originar mu-
sic for violin and pianowill be filed as a group immJdiately'pr..""ding ur-

om a performance standpoint this is
purposes arrangements are not con-
rmers refuse to use arrangements at

;J'.1'.X'I.T;X'3:?J1';,f X'J;l;
Music for wind-string combinations is kept together and collocated

with music for wind eniembles. This particular 6rder was chosen be-
cause the acoustical nature of brass andwoodwind instruments makes it
most likely that both compositional and performance interest will center
on those instruments rath-er than the string members of the ensemble.

s to the method of subfrling scores
category. For example, the sample

rusic for piano solo. In such a case it
composers first, arranging them in

: works and collections by a single
and then subarranged by title-opus
ter. Subarrangement under instru-
:., sonata, fugue, dance, nocturne,
nitely not in the best interest of per-

ment. As E. T. Bryant pointed.", J::ff:*H;:' 
'riented arranse-

The average pianist is not so much interested in various volumes of waltzes as in
music of an individual composer. If he wishes to borrow chopin's waltzes, and
if no copy is a-vailable, then another chopin volume is far moie likely to be pre-
ferred to an album of waltzes by Brahms, Schubert, or some other composei.a

In closing this section it should be emphasized that the filing arrange-
ment being provided here is not a clasiification scheme. ThJ arrange-
ment and the categories included provide space only for scores that actu-
ally occur rn the sample, no provision having been made for instruments
or combiriations that do not occur. The aciual purpose of drawing the
t?Tpl: and^providilg tb" performance-oriented arrangement is to pro-
vide a base from which thelwo classification schemes in"this study can be
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our purpose."5

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

By using the data from this study, both of the classification schemes

ur. .o-puied to the performance-oriented arrangement.. The^strengths

and *eaknesses of eich scheme from the performer's point of view are

then discussed.

then be used as a reflection of the extent to which the classification

scheme under consideration meets the needs of performers. By examin-

ing each linear arrangement category by category, it. is possible to ob-

sei*'e where the strengths and weaknesses of each classified arrangement

lie in relation to the needs of performers'
A perfect correspondence of the performance-oriented arrangement

with'one of the classified arrangements would have resulted in 400

matches. With this in mind the total number of matches under each clas-
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TABLE 1
MATCHES BETWEEN THE DEwEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATIoN

AND THE PNRPONITNUCE-ORIENTED ARRANGEMENT

Number of Number of
Scores Matches

General Ensemble Collections
Sacred Vocal Music
Vocal Solos
Vocal Ensembles
Instrumental Ensembles - Collections
Duets with Stringed Instruments
Duets with Wind Instruments
Duets with Percussion
Trios

Quartets
Quintets
Sextets and Larger Combinations
Piano Solos
Piano Duets
Organ Music
{Jnaccompanied Solos

Total

1
1

r7
.f

o
L

r2
I J

0
6

1 1
5
+

28
8
9

30

r52

I
I

.7

33
7
5

.).1

58
2

32
3 t

I J

1 2
70
9

24
J I

400
Proport ion :  l52l4o0 = 3800; 95%Conf idencelnterval  =(  j224,  +276\

TABLE 2
MATCHES BETWEENTHE PRoposED RovrsloN on Dnwny 780

AND THE PERFORMANCE-ORIENTED ARRANGEMENT

Ensemble Title
Number of Number of

Scores Matches
General Ensemble Collections
Vocal Ensembles
Vocal Solos
Ensembles for Mixed Families

of Instruments
Percussion Ensembles
String Ensembles
Woodwind Ensembles
Brass Ensembles
Piano Solos
Keyboard Ensembles
Other Keyboard Solos
Percussion Solos
String Solos
Woodwind Solos
Brass Solos

Total

1
1 0
J I

63
J

20

r2
67
1 0
30

z

59
+6
I J

400

1
6

q a

2 1
4

1 1
9
(

t t

8
7
1

23
1 5
9

Proport ion :  1641+00: .4100;95% Conf idencelnterval  = (  3618,.4592).

L6+
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brary Association's proposal the range is 36.18 percent to 45.82 percent.

DEWEY DEC IMAL C LASSIFICATION

tures.
The arrangement of piano literature in DDC is-strong, due largely to

the fact that the r.h.-i makes use of only a few.form divisions and no

character divisions. DDC's one serious weakness in this area is its lack of
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provision for separating collections from single works and for separating
arrangements from original works. The results are an interfiling of much
material in odd ways that hamper performance-oriented retrieval. The

PRoposno REVISION oF 7BO MUSIC

classification, and that dictum has been rigidly observed.s Form and/or
character subdivisions were used only when the name for such a subdivi-
sion was explicitly mentioned in the fitle of a score.

Under vocal music there are several classification features that decid-
edly improve on the arrangement under DDC, nineteenth edition. The
classification provides for the collocation of scores for high-middle-low
voice as well as for soprano-alto-tenor-bass voices; DDC does not. Sepa-
ration of secular from sacred works occurs in this scheme, but at a sec-
ondary, not primary, level of subdivision. Hence, songs for soprano
solo, for example, are kept together, subdivided by form and/or charac-
ter. Provision is also made for collocation of scores for mixed voices. Nei-
ther DDC nor this proposed revision pays any attention to the method of
accompaniment, whether keyboard or otherwise, for vocal solos and en-
sembles. However, the proposed revision does separate accompanied
from unaccompanied works; DDC does not. Neither scheme makes any
provision for separating collections from separate works nor arrange-
ments from original works.

Certain aspects of the classification for instrumental ensembles show a
decided improvement from a performance standpoint over DDC. The
primary manner of subdivision here is by instrumentation and then sec-
ondarily by size of ensemble, a priority DDC reverses. The result is that
string quartets and string trios, just to cite two examples, are arranged in
this scheme exactly as they are in the performance-oriented arrange-
ment. The most pronounced weakness of the classification for chamber
ensembles is that it places all scores where the instrumentation is for
mixed families of instruments in the interval 785.2-785.5. while ensem-
bles whose scoring is for only one family of instruments (strings, wood-
wind, brass, percussion) or one instrument and keyboard are placed in
the range 785.6-785.9. The result is that the Handel SonatasJor Two Vio-
lins and Continuo is classed at 785.2813, while the Handel Fantasia in A
Majorfor Violin and Continuo is classified at 787 .2. Hence, the presence or
absence of a keyboard part in an ensemble has a drastic effect on the lo-
cation of the score for that ensemble, and the result is a wide separation
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there is only one instrument from those in which there is a need for two
instruments, both being classed at785.6212. Such works are also classed
a considerable distance from works for solo piano (786.2), even though
both classes have essentially the same performance mediuh.

SrerrsrrcAl, COMPARISON oF DEWEY 7BO
wrTH THE PnOpOSnO RTVTSTON

In this section the differences between Dewey 780 and the Library As-
sociation's proposed scheme are evaluated for statistical signihcance.
The consequences of the result of this comparison are outlined, and the
paper concludes with a discussion of some of the consequences to the
Dewey decimal classification should the proposed revision be incorpo-
rated as part of the DDC in some future edition.

It will be noted in comparing the bottom lines of tables 1 and 2 that in

DDC and the proposed revision. The differences are both real and sub-

pulety numerical scheme developed by Dewey more than a century ago,
and the proposed revision uses the same range of numbers for music, the
780s.

*Using the standard Signifrcance of Differences Test ( Binomial Data), the value of the
standardized variable (Zffor the two arrangements is .b671. For statisiical significance
at the 95 percent level a value of Z 2 l.64isiequired.
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formers.

one user group and one limited purpose.

Rnrnnr,Ncrs

Russell sweeney andJohn clews, Proposed Regisnl oJ 780 Musie Based on Deuey Deci-
mal ClassiJication' and Relatiae Indzx (Albany, N Y. : Forest Pr.' 1980). . -
Melvit D"ewey , Dewgt Decimal Clist'ication and Relatiue Index, 19th ed. (Lake Placid,
N.Y.  :  Fores t  Pr . ,  1979) ,V .2 ,  p .  1317-58.
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Problems in APPlYing
AACR 2 lo Music Moteriqls

Som Richmond

Successiae reaisions in cataloging codts ha

mifurmtitles.

M'rr" cATALocERS have maintained a skeptical attitude toward

seneralized .oa. ..rrisiorrr, u"d the adoption of th-e second edition of the

irreiiJ'iir;riiZotoLogui"g Rules wrllprove to be no exce.p.tion' To -aPpre-
.i.i. th"i, hesitancy |".}".ar to consider some of the bibliographic pe-

"Ji"ri,i". 
of prirrtLJ u"J-r.lo.a"d music. When Oscar Sonneck de-

.r...a that ,,rnusic *tulogi"g and book cataloging are essentially the

;;;;i h. -.u,tt tr,ui .rt.?u-,'Juidt rttuting to-acc-ura:y i"q 
claritv of

biblios.uphic descripiion fo. th. two types Jhould be identical'1His ar-

ffi;ii'#,tt.-ri"iii.tiii., do ,,ot go teyond the standards of.qu.ality

ffi;;;;;;;;;J by;usic librariins ever since, typically qith rising

fervor upon the upp.jtu".. ofy., another code that ov-erlooks the special

;.f,;"i, p;il;;,",h.;;";o#., aswell as the content of music publish-

more significant points of disagree-
iteratur6 over the differences in mu-
irst edition of AACR and the second'
tverall suitabilitv of either code but
ctions that continuous revision will

take, and to outline the directions already being taken'

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTTON

The peculiar difficulties one faces in the descriptive cataloging^of mu-

,i.;;;;i.1, 
"rr." 

u.gi" immediately with determining the chief source

of information. As nXdilf ir u .o*pt.h.nsive ly orga-nized code, both

pri",.a,..ies a.rd.o-L"r.iully labeled recordings fall under the same

l, ,h. ,ir"" this paper was submitted the author was a student at the Graduate Library
"S.fr".f 
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space limitations of this time-honored format more often than not dis-

A similar confusion arises in the selection of chief sources for sound re-

sees an inconsistency between rules 6.0B1 and 5.0B1 and believes that
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in another. When the scheme is incorporated in a parallel title arrange-

ment, e.g., "Dritter Mazurka : Troisidme mazurka : Mazurka in E

major, ofr. 
'6, 

,-to. 3," the order becomes critical. This native problem has

beJn referred to as "partial parallelism" and is not fully accounted for in
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were rightly considered imprint data in the first place.12 For the present,
the Library of Congress has indicated that its catalogers will disregard
6.7819 and position recording numbers, at least, as the first note.13

AccEss Pornrs
Much as the transcriptive predilection of AACR2 has the potential of

complicating attempts to describe music publications with consistency,
so its bias toward personal authorship will affect consistency in attribu-
tion. The fundamental statement under rule 21.1A is that composers are
to be considered as authors of the works they create, and rule 22.7 pro-
vides for their entry on the basis of familiar terms, "the name by which he
or she is most commonly known." Trouble can iurface when the seem-
ingly contradictory provision (e) under 2l.IB2 determines the principal
author to be a performer other than the composer and particularly when
this performer is the member of a group, or when the "most commonly
known" name chosen differs from other entries in the file.

The retroactive impact of the rules for corporate entry on those for the
description of sound recordings has already been mentioned. The last
category of 21.182 simply reiterates the criterion of group responsibility
extending beyond "mere performance" or execution. Exceptions to this
brief formula have been raised, chief among them successive recorded
performances of aleatoric or "chance" concert pieces and free adaptations
of compositions by one popular music group in the style of another.la
Moreover, the need to have a more consistent provision for the republi-
cation of recorded music in print form has been cited, since the reissuing
of separately composed works under collective title is addressed by
27 .78.15 If the original recorded form lacks such a title, opposed entries
may result.

Once the "interpretation" hurdle has been cleared and main entry is to
be decided on the basis of performance, there remains the task of assign-
ing the status of principal performer. A footnote to 21.23A identifies
principal performers as those accorded prominence on the chief source
of information, that is, the recording label: as has been demonstrated for
both discs and cassettes. this leaves less room for information than for

performers."16 The latter part of his definition will be especially helpful
in allowing the most logical, accessible headings to be chosen for highly
stylized jazz recordings of single works, often reinterpretations of estab-
lished concert repertoire such as Le Sacre du printtmps or Peer G.1tnt, as re-
corded by Hubert Laws and Duke Ellington respectively. He goes on to
suggest that conductors and accompanists ought not be considered as
merely members of groups, thus permitting their receipt of added en-
tries per rule 21 .29D.r? The determinant for a "showcase" of a conduc-
torrs art, however, remains necessarily uncertain.

Somewhat tnoine purling is Tubkefs distinction between group
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names containing and not containing a personal name' In a statement of

..r"o"siUifitv suJh as "f . D' Crowe ind the New South," the performer

;;;;#..1..*Jr.d as a member of that grogp.ls This conclusion

is evidently a means of avoiding redundant added entries, yet taken at

facevaluei'isstatementhasthe"on"i,?l3$l"r1*T#:ff t#,t:|"T"?il

, designation is arbitrary (spurious
te s hatre countless counterparts), in-
armer and BennY Golson), or ficti-
rs). They are less obvious for a long-
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rmine where to hleworks bY the Su-
:ipal bitling in conjunction with re-
the grouP.
,e chlaracierized as LC policy at its

most prescriptive. First, group nat
have remained common Practrce rn I
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Thelnverted cross-reference formu
several codes and is retained bY AA

rup performer is perhaps the latest
I responsibility, arrangement versus
nd i are mrrch *ore nonsPecialized
.an the corresponding rules (231 and
exemplificatiron of musical arrange-
depariure from the,all-purpose defi-
Ither works" at 2l'9 The latter rule
the modification has substantially
'the 

original or . the medium of
om basic tYpes of rearrangement'
rat the adapier's heading will be gen-
: of the dichotomies of music is that
:ither to arrangements nor to adapta-
rule 21.21 ad-ds an artificial one bY

treating added accomPaniments as
tional parts" are included in the dr
which lre to be entered under the
disputation of 21 .21 centers on exa
writine to Bach's Meditation, the re
r!-u-r?.r*6-itt. 

"-ri.ii"iposer.20 
Since the new rules do not draw the
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distinction, musically trained catalogers will probably be called on as be-
fore to apply specialized knowledge of the work in hand to discern the
presence of an originally composed part in the "accompaniment": for the
rest of us, keeping in mind directives three and four under 21.18A
should prove helpful.

While the code apparently brings few new problems of an intrinsic
nature to forms of entry, there are instances in printed music where the
principle of famiiiarity in rule 22.1A is not entirely compatible with
22.24's governing coricept of predominance. One notorious case in
point is the romanization of "Tchaikovsky," currently a major concern of
music catalogers beginning to adjust backlogs and revise their authority
files. LC has, of course, surprised no one in revising "ChaikovskiY, Petr
Ilfch" as "Tchaikovsky, Peter Ilich."z1 That composer is familiar, but his
grandnephew Boris is'not. Catalogers invoking predominance and fol-
lowing LC's recommendations in choosing reference sources will likely
not find Boris' .name and thus be forced to retain the old form
"ChaikovskiY," creating undue separation in filing.zz Conversely, the fa-
miliarization of famous composers' headings can also bring entries too
close together: an instance of this is Mozart's son Wolfgang, whose full
name is identical to the required AACR2 heading for his father. Prob-
lems such as these would seem to make use of the dating option under
22.18 mandatory in order to avoid unforeseen conflicts.

UNIFORMTITLES

The international, meta-linguistic aspect of musical expression makes
the formulation of uniform titles a crucial step in the music cataloging
process. It is therefore inevitable that the policy changes pertinent to
music titles in AACR2 will occasion the most immediate controversy.
Before proceeding with a discussion of specific rules, a word about their
presentation may be helpful. Chapter 25 covers uniform titles in all
frelds of publication including music, rather than grouping the applica-
ble rules in a comprehensive music chapter as in AACR1: this reorgani-
zation serves to highlight the relationship of music titles to other titles as
well as to point out unique procedures. Furthermore, the initial state-
ments under 25.1 ("Use of uniform titles") and25.25 (the general rule for
music) merit some reflection. Whether one formulates a uniform title at
all will depend on such matters as familiarity of the work, extent of edi-
tions held, library and clientele specialties, and choice of main entry.
How one constructs a music title in turn will depend on the degree of
congruence between general rules 25. l-7 and the specif,rc rules for music
materials: the latter must be followed in cases of contradiction.

Rule 25.26A's lengthy defrnition of a music title attacks the important
problem of discriminating between characteristic and generic labels, es-
pecially when a particular title is a hybrid of the two. The deciding factor
is a preference for the composer's original title rather than the original
publisher's title. Accordingly, adjectival designations of number, ordi-
nation, medium, and key are treated as subordinate to the composet's
intended description of a work whether that description includes such
designations or not. Usually this formula functions to the advantage of
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user recognition: Berlioz' S2mphoniefantastique would not be entered as
"[Symphony, op. 14]," nor would Stockhausen's Gesang dzrJilnglingebe-
come simply "[Gesang] ." It is not always so easy, however, to judge
whether titles such as Claaieriibung or "Frinf Orchestersfilcke" originated
with the composer, and full implementation of 25.26,4, will often require
considerable research on even the experienced cataloger's part.

So far, the code's directions on language (25.27 1t) have engendered
the most comment. With the implicit purpose of cracking AACRl's mo-
nopoly of Western languages in music catalogs, this rule bases uniform
titles on the language in which the composer's original title was formu-
lated unless a later title in the same language is better known. The sup-
porting argument might be that a balance is struck between the requi-
sites of familiarity and accuracy, but some critics have decided that the
compromise is not really consistent - no allowance is made for the exis-
tence of a better-known title in a better-known language. The irony of
the situation is amply illustrated by LC's decision to change
Chaikovskiis [Sleepirrg beauty] to Tchaikovsky's [Spi?shchai? kri-
saviGa] .23 The representation of original language editions in a library's
collection is another factor, one that could be overlooked 1f 25.I is pre-
sumed to be at odds with 25.27 . Much of the present literature is united
in opposition to this exception to the familiarity principle: as Ravilious
puts it, "Libraries with a non-specialist clientele . . may well decide to
transgress this rule, and with some apparent justification. Among the
general public a library which insisted on frling entries for well-known
orchestral works under uniform titles like 'Haugtussa' (The mountain
maid) and 'Z ceskych luhu a haju' (From Bohemia\ woods andfieldd would
soon become a byword for pedantry."2a

The remaining major area of contention is the rules under 25.32,
"Parts of a musical work." The text is initially confusing for two reasons.
First, there is what amounts to a blind reference from 25.3281 to general
rule 25.68: if one goes on undaunted to parallel rule 25.681, the instruc-
tions are still contradictory. Both Ravilious and Redfern counsel the
adoption of uniform titles from the complete work, not from the cycle
containing the complete work as might be inferred in the case of
Wagner's Lohengrin.25 Secondly, the vagueness of the specific rules stems
from a substitution of the term'parts," which has a distinct and different
musical connotation, for "excerpts" in the previous code . LC seems to be
going the way of corporate-heading complexity in its treatment of ex-
cerpts within excerpts: noting the irreconcilability of rules relevant to
music and to other print materials, their most recent statement on this
matter suggests subordinate entry of the excerpt after "both larger ti-
tles."26 The usage works well in LC's example of Praetorius' Cantiones sa-
cre, since a certain amount of leading from collective titles does increase
accessibility to sections of sacred song cycles, and in most instances the
movements of generically named components of a symphonic cycle. The
same cannot be said for theatrical works, where tempo indications or for-
mal designations such as "Aria" are often the only available identifiers of
excerpts. To summarize, the inclusion sf more than one larger title as an
uncategorical rule appears of limited utility at best from the user's stand-
point.
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CoNcLUSION

It need not be construed from the preceding study that the new Anglo-
American rules are grossly ill equipped to deal with music: clearly, the
number and variety of encouraging innovations outweigh the problems.
Access in uniform title headings to medium of performance is finally
winning over the previous convention of filing under "\Norks," and the
movement in main entry points is definitely toward integral
authorship-no small feat for a participatory art form. Indeed, the con-
cept of performer as author is a hapless latecomer to traditional catalog-
ing, and the fact that AACR2 attempts to grapple with it is by itself a
step forward. Its failure to mediate it attests above all else to the undeni-
able differences between stave and paragraph. Sonneck's axiom for mu-
sic catalogers, while hardly metaphysical, is more figurative than it
looks.
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